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Executive Summary
This deliverable provides preliminary results from exploitation activities of the ELECTRIFIC
project. In order to reach these results, partners were requested to have a market-oriented
mind, putting themselves in the shoes of a potential customer that would like to adopt
ELECTRIFIC in order to release current business pains.
On the one hand, we tried to understand the maturity of the market in which ELECTRIFIC
can be offered. On the other hand, we identified business models that, at least from the
perspective of the customer needs, could work in the market.
In addition, in order to pave the way for analysing the project impact in the last months of the
project, an exercise of understanding the current impact of eMobility in the grid (in a specific
area of Germany) was performed. For it, a simulation environment was put in place which
allowed us to extrapolate results as if EVs are heavily adopted by consumers, but still without
having the ELECTRIFIC solution available.
In next deliverables, the maturity model will be refined for those markets affected by the
identified business models. In parallel, the financial sustainability of the business models
themselves will be evaluated. Finally, the simulation environment will be extended to include
ELECTRIFIC solution in the picture, and therefore to be able to compare the “before
ELECTRIFIC” and “after ELECTRIFIC” in order to analyse the project impact.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I.1. Purpose and organization of the document
This deliverable is part of the exploitation activities of the project, aiming at defining the
elements for facilitating the market adoption of the ELECTRIFIC results. It is the second
exploitation deliverable, after D9.2, and the 4th of the WP9.
The purpose is to provide findings on three key elements: Market maturity, Business models
and baseline for ADAS Market impact based on a simulation framework.
The document is organized in three main blocks, with an introductory overview detailing how
these elements fit into the overall ELECTRIFIC exploitation strategy.
Section II. Correlation between the exploitation elements described in this deliverable
Section III. Market Analysis: Electrific Market Maturity Model Approach
Section IV. Business Models Definition
Section V. Mapping between Business Models and Market Maturity Analysis
Section VI. Simulation-based Impact Analysis of a Low Voltage Distribution Grid

I.2. Scope and audience
The deliverable is intended to be used by project partners in order to further develop
exploitation opportunities for ELECTRIFIC results. They will need the combination of results
in order to determine their chances of marketing e.g. a smart-charging service in the
ELECTRIFIC trial countries or to compare which region is the most promising starting point
for their product.
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II. CORRELATION AMONG THE EXPLOITATION
ELEMENTS DESCRIBED IN THIS
DELIVERABLE
In ELECTRIFIC the first market related action was performed by WP2 as part of the definition
of the functional framework of the project. In the deliverable D2.2 – Initial description of
scenarios, business requirements and use cases the ecosystem of ELECTRIFIC was
analysed, understood (baseline scenario) and extrapolated into a view consistent with the
ELECTRIFIC objectives and its software solution. In addition, it also comprised an analysis of
contracts among the stakeholders, how they price the services that they trade amongst each
other, and finally how the end-users of the ELECTRIFIC ADAS can be incentivized to follow
the guidelines for optimized behaviour.
Based on these findings, deliverable D9.2 - Initial market analysis and first standardization
actions analysed the market conditions in the e-mobility ecosystem and identified potential
markets for the ELECTRIFIC solution. This first iteration of the market analysis focused on
analysing the current conditions and estimating future market conditions (qualitative market
analysis) in the e-mobility sector.
These results have been used as a foundation for the identification of the business models in
this deliverable (Section IV).
In parallel to the business models analysis, the market maturity model (described in Section
III) has been developed in order to assess, how mature potential ELECTRIFIC markets in
different countries are with respect to the adoption of the project results.
As complement to the market approach (business models and maturity model), preparatory
activities to demonstrate the project impact were performed. Thanks to the usage of
simulators, we were able to identify the current situation of eMobility and its impact on the
grid in the area of Vilshofen in Germany, which will be used as baseline “without
ELECTRIFIC”. This is described in Section V of this document.
During the next months, and till the end of the project, these elements will be combined in
order to deliver final exploitation plan understanding: 1) the financial feasibility of the
business models, discarding those that will not be sustainable; 2) the maturity model for the
value propositions of these final business models; 3) the project impact as simulators will
compare the current situation “without ELECTRIFIC” with the future in which ELECTRIFIC
will be deployed in that area.

Figure 1: ELECTRIFIC exploitation roadmap
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III. ELECTRIFIC MARKET MATURITY MODEL
APPROACH
The EU project ELECTRIFIC aims at seamlessly integrating electric mobility into the
electricity grid by enabling users to adjust their routing and charging behaviour to the
requirements of both grid-friendliness and battery-friendliness and to maximize the intake of
renewables while respecting the personal constraints of the user. One important feature to
make electric mobility users adapt their plans is a set of incentive structures, consisting of an
optimized combination of psychological and material/financial incentives targeted at a
specific user group. A tool box offering various product bundles which can be used via a
smart phone app or a different web-based interface is currently being developed. In order to
assess the chances for such a product suite on several European markets an ELECTRIFIC
Market Maturity Model (E-MMM) was developed. Overall, the application of the E-MMM
allows for a comprehensive picture of how mature the market for the ELECTRIFIC toolbox
appears to be in the analysed region by facilitating and standardizing the assessment of emobility grid integration.
Maturity models have been used frequently to examine the maturity level of a product,
system, technology or a process, especially in the field of IT management. The idea of a
maturity model is to break down the overall maturity of a system into a handful of different
domains which are then analysed separately. For each dimension, various stages of maturity
are defined by creating scenarios according to the maturity level which are then evaluated
via objective criteria, subjective expert opinions or a combination thereof. Due to their flexible
framework, maturity models can be applied in many different settings; if used to assess the
maturity of a market for a product they are called market maturity models.
De Bruin, Freeze, Kaulkarni and Rosemann [BFKR05], emphasize that the purpose of a
maturity model can be either descriptive, prescriptive or comparative in nature. The
application of a model that is recognized as single point encounters with no establishment for
improving maturity or providing relationships to performance is defined as descriptive. The
descriptive model is suitable for evaluating the here-and-now situation. A prescriptive model
specifies importance on the domain relationships to business performance. Furthermore, it
implies how to approach maturity improvement to affect business value positively. If a model
enables benchmarking across regions or industries, it is characterized as a comparative
model [BeKP09, BFKR05, PCCW93]. Even though these types of maturity models can be
identified as separate, it is argued that they primarily represent evolutionary phases related
to the lifecycle of a maturity model [RoBH04]. First, a maturity model is characterized as
descriptive to develop a richer understanding of the as-is domain situation. After this, a
maturity model can then be evolved into becoming prescriptive and then further be
developed into being comparatively. De Bruin, Freeze, Kaulkarni and Rosemann [BFKR05]
have created a framework that forms a comprehensive basis to guide the development of a
maturity model through the three phases. Furthermore, there exist six main phases within the
generic framework of developing a maturity model:


Phase 1 – Scope: The first phase when developing a maturity model is to establish
the scope [BeKP09, PCCW93, RoBH04]. An essential part of this phase is to
determine which focus the model should have as well as the intended audience.



Phase 2 – Design: The second phase is to define a design or architecture for the
maturity model that determine the basis for further development and application
[BFKR05]. Additionally, it should be designed to meet the needs of the audience.



Phase 3 – Populate: In phase three it is vital to recognize what needs to be measured
in the maturity assessment and how this can be measured [BeKP09, PCCW93,
RoBH04].
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Phase 4 – Test: After the maturity model is populated, it needs to be tested for
consistency and relevance. Furthermore, it is vital to test both the construct of the
maturity model and the validity, reliability and generalizability [BFKR05].



Phase 5 – Deploy: In this phase, it is essential that the model should be made
available for application and to confirm the extent of the generalizability of the
maturity model [BFKR05].



Phase 6 – Maintain: The goal of the maturity model has a significant influence on the
resources vital to maintaining growth and application of the mode [BFKR05].

Thus, the E-MMM was developed according to the procedure described above as a
comparative model. As mentioned, this type of model allows not only to describe the current
market for ELECTRIFIC in a specific region but to compare the market maturity of different
regions. In the following, the ELECTRIFIC Market Maturity Model’s scope and intended
audience (PHASE 1) as well as its design (PHASE 2), its population with measures (PHASE
3), its testing (PHASE 4) and the first deployment by application of the model for three
countries (PHASE 5) are briefly outlaid the structure of the document is introduced.
In the end, for each country there will be a profile like the ones in Figure 2.

Figure 2: E-MMM country profile template

III.1. Phase 1: Scope and Audience
III.1.1. Overview Areas
The E-MMM consists of four areas comprising all aspects of Electric Mobility. Particularly, the
technological aspects of E-Mobility are covered in the areas “Electric Vehicles”, “Energy
Supply: Grid & Providers” and “Charging Station Infrastructure”. These three technologybased areas are complimented by the fourth area “Consumers/Society”.
The area “Electric Vehicles” assesses the technological level and the involved costs of
electric mobility as well as the availability or offer of EVs to the consumer and the variety of
business models that involve E-Mobility and connected services. Additionally, it identifies the
political and regulatory actions taken in favour of EV development and the deployment of
electric mobility solutions.
In the area “Energy Supply: Grid & Providers”, the suitability of the electric grid and the
preparedness of power grid operators for E-Mobility is examined. Especially, the grid
operator’s willingness of using decentral intelligent control mechanism in the power grid is an
important key for the introduction of ELECTRIFIC to the market. This is measured by its
efforts in smart grid research and participation in smart meter rollout. Besides these
technological and organizational aspects, legislation, incentives and goals of Government
authorities are again taken into account.
“Charging Station Infrastructure” involves all aspects evolving around a charging station
network that enables E-Mobility and the use of EVs. It examines the level of convenient
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availability and close distance of charging stations to EV users. To achieve high levels, the
network has to be technologically advanced to enable fast charging and widely spread on
one hand. On the other hand, the charging stations and the power connection has to be
standardized as well to achieve tre availability for the EV user. Finally, the consideration of
governmental efforts to set industry quality-standards, subsidize charging infrastructure and
guarantee trouble-free operation is taken into account.
The fourth area “Consumers/Society” focuses on the relation between the (political) society
and E-Mobility. It identifies the openness and approval of consumers for Electric Mobility and
the involved technologies. Regarding the consumer, the attractiveness of EVs and
awareness of environmental change necessity is of importance as well as the willingness to
pay for E-Mobility solutions and technology. Additionally, the area examines how well the
political and economic actions in favour of E-Mobility are received by society.
Electric vehicles are perceived as superior to combustion engine based mobility and the
variety of electric vehicles and electric mobility services offered by companies is on a very
high level and affordable for consumers.

III.1.2. Overview Levels
For each of those areas, five maturity levels were defined to display the status of
preparedness for electric mobility of a country or region in appropriate granularity. The five
levels are labelled from 0 – 4. Level 0 is describing an environment in the analysed region
which is not suitable for electric mobility and the development of a suitable infrastructure has
not been started yet as the region is not aware of electric mobility. Consumers and the
society in general as well as the government and regulatory authorities do not include emobility in their decision making as there is also a lack of environmental awareness. As such,
there is no demand for electric mobility. Consistently, there is no offer of electric vehicles and
related mobility services from business side.
In contrary to level 0, level 5 describes an environment which is most environmentally
friendly and suited for a widespread use of e-mobility. At this point, the infrastructure for
electric mobility as well as the electric vehicle technology has reached its most advanced
level. This means, for instance, that the availability and number of charging stations as well
as the infrastructure of the electric grid supports a mass deployment of electric vehicles. Also
the technology of electric vehicles allows for a convenient use of electric mobility as, for
example, their range is extended because of highly advanced battery technologies which
allows for long distance travels. The electricity which is used for charging the batteries is
generated using only renewable energy sources. The demand for electric mobility is
adequately high as consumers are aware of environmental protection to a great extent and
adapt their behaviour accordingly.
In between level 0 and level 4, the levels 1 – 3 display the way from the non-existence of
electric mobility in level 0 to widespread electric mobility in level 4 in three intermediate
steps. These three levels are designed in a way that they are equally distributed in between
the levels 0 and 4 according to known and anticipated development steps that are crucial for
the evolvement of electric mobility. For the design of all five levels (0 – 4), several aspects
were analysed that were clustered as subareas. These subareas were developed individually
for each area to display the relevant important factors of maturity for the Electrific solution,
which were already presented briefly above in the short overviews over the four areas, in a
structured and standardized manner. The schematic picture of this E-MMM is shown in the
following table:
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Table 1: ELECTRIFIC Market Maturity Model levels
Areas
Technological Areas

Levels

Energy Supply: Grid &
Providers

Charging Station
Infrastructure

SUBAREAS:

SUBAREAS:

SUBAREAS:

SUBAREAS:

 Offer/Supply Of
Electric Vehicles

 Technology

 Network

 Grid situation in low
voltage grids

 Business

 Demand For
Electric Mobility

 Standardization

 Governmental
Legislation

Electric Vehicles
Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

 Electric Mobility
Business Models
 Electric Mobility
Technology
 Cost Of Electric
Mobility
 Standardization
 Governmental
Legislation
 Governmental
Incentives

 System Operator
Legislation
(Governmental/BNetzA)
 System Operator
Incentives
(Governmental/BNetzA)
 System Operator Goals
(Governmental/BNetzA)

 Standartization

 Governmental
Incentives
 Governmental
Goals

Consumers /
Society

 Usage of
Incentives
 Awareness Of
Sustainability &
Environment
 Information
level of users
 Approval Of
Electric Mobility
 Social
Desirability

 Governmental Goals

Following the described and displayed structure of the Electrific Market Maturity Model, this
document is organized as follows: Each of the four areas comprises of one chapter (III.2. ) in
which the respective area and its subareas are defined. Additionally, the manifestations of
these subareas for the different levels of the E-MMM are laid out in concrete qualitative
descriptions and quantitative metrics.

III.2. Phase 2: Descriptions of Areas and Levels
III.2.1. Area 1: Electric Vehicles
This section shows the most possible development of the technical aspects of electric
vehicles and the accompanying governmental perspective. The basic offer supply of EVs is
an indicator for the growing market of EVs as it shows how many producers of CVs start to
act in the emobility sector and how long the delivery time for those models takes. Any
upcoming business models with emobility like eCarsharing and public transport solutions are
indicators for the acceptance of emobility. For the technological part, the development of
battery capacities along with any smart-home driven charging solutions help to promote
emobility for potential customers. The range is nowadays the most common indicator for the
usability of potential EVUs. As EVs are at the moment more cost intensive in retail prices but
lower in maintenance costs, the development of this sector provides feedback on the general
level itself. Any standardization processes with charging plugs and charging & payment
processes shows the matureness of the area electric vehicles. The governmental legislation
and the ongoing governmental goals to save CO2-emissions are indicators for potential
governmental incentives to promote the usage of EVs.

III.2.1.a. Level Summaries


Level 0: In this market EVs are just used by some innovators. There are not many
different models at the market and the usability of those is quite restrictive due to lacking
standardization for charging and paying processes. The battery capacity is lower than
150km. The government does not provide any special EV legislation at all.
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Level 1: In this market level EVs are only used from a small group of people. About 33%
of the car manufacturers supply EV solutions and eCarsharing starts to attract people to
EV solutions. The battery capacity reaches about 150km for an EV. The government
does not punish the usage of CVs.
Level 2: In this market level most suppliers of cars provide EV solutions which reach up
300km battery capacity. Every fifth registered vehicle is already an electric one.
Standardization processes with charging plugs and the charging & payment processes
help to promote emobility. Governmental legislation supports the usage of EVs.
Level 3: In this market level EVs and combustion vehicles are at the same amount. The
capacity of the batteries reached a critical point with 350km in average, which allows full
independence for EV drivers. Governmental legislation starts to punish the usage of
combustion vehicles with either extra fees or a max. amount of registered combustion
vehicles.
Level 4: In this market level EVs are the most common vehicles for private and public
transportation. With new technologies like self-driving EVs and bi-directional charging
permitted, EVs are most attractive. Industry standards and EV manufacturers are aligned
with 100% emobility. The governmental legislation punishes the usage of combustion
vehicles.

III.2.1.b. Details
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EV Level 0: No / Hardly any Electric Mobility
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Offer Supply of EVs

 Sufficient product range
 Availability of some EVs

 Less than 10-15 different EV models available;
 Delivery time for EVs is way higher than comparable
combustion vehicles (>18 months)

 Some EVs are available but suffer a
long delivery time

Electric Mobility
Business Models

 Public transport offers

 Percentage of registered EVs in comparison to
combustion vehicles (about <1%)
 Limited availability of (public) CS

 Public transport, taxi services,
eCarsharing and ride offers help to
increase the amount of available emobility solutions
 Hardly any operating public CS are
available

Electric Mobility
Technology

 Battery capacity

 Battery capacity should increase to average <150km
for an EV;

 Battery capacity is lower than 150km in
average;

Cost of Electric
Mobility

 Attractive retail prices

 Retail price of an EV >50% higher than a comparable
combustion vehicle;

 EVs are 50% more expansive due to the
lack of mass production and the price of
the batteries;

Standardization

 Charging sockets

 Only low power charging (<3,7kW) as standard
charging socket;

 Only low power charging sockets (<3,7
kW) are the standard charging plugs at
public CS

Governmental
Legislation

 Definition of an EV with
regards to governmental
incentives

 No governmental legislation of EVs;

 There is no governmental legislation of
EVs at this stage;

Governmental Goals

 Reduction of CO2 to
achieve (national) climate
goals

 Reduction goals of greater than 25-30% of CO2
emissions compared to the year 2000;

 The CO2 emissions should be lowered
in a small-scale dimension;

EV Level 1: Initiating Electric Mobility
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Offer Supply of EVs

 Sufficient product range
 Availability of EVs

 33% of the car manufacturers provide EVs
 Delivery time is higher to combustion vehicles (more
than 12 months)

 Only a small amount of manufacturers
provide EVs and supply a sufficient
range of different models in a middlelong time period
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Electric Mobility
Business Models

 Public transport offers
 Taxi / ride services
 eCarsharing &
eMotosharing

 Percentage of registered EVs in comparison to
combustion vehicles (about 1-5%)
 Availability of eCarsharing & eMotosharing Services
 Utilization grade of (public) CS expert evaluation (low)

 Public transport, taxi services,
eCarsharing and ride offers help to
increase the amount of available
emobility solutions
 Experts help to evaluate the grade of the
diffusion of eCarsharing

Electric Mobility
Technology

 Battery capacity
 New charging technology

 Battery capacity should increase to average >150km
for an EV
 Expert evaluation on amount of investments into new
technologies (medium)

 High battery capacity allows a full
acceptance of mobility needs

Cost of Electric
Mobility

 Attractive retail prices

 Retail price of EVs will be ~10-20% higher than
combustion vehicles

 EVs are at least a bit more expansive
than comparable combustion vehicles

Standardization

 Charging sockets
 Automatized charging &
payment process

 20% of the charging sockets should be matching to
plugs of CS
 40% of all charging and payment processes are
standardized

 The standardization of the charging
sockets helps to utilize the public CS
 Standardized charging and payment
processes help to promote emobility

Governmental
Legislation

 Definition of an EV with
regards to governmental
incentives

 Official definition of an EV with certain criteria (min.
electric range)
 No fees for operating combustion vehicles
 Operation costs for combustion vehicles lower than
for EVs

 To enable a mass-market with EVs
certain legislation adaptions as the
definition of an EV need to be performed
 At level 1 combustion vehicles are not
punished yet by governmental fees

Governmental Goals

 Reduction of CO2 to
achieve (national) climate
goals

 Reduction goals of greater than 50% of CO2
emissions compared to the year 2000;

 By increasing the amount of EVs the
overall CO2 emissions will be lowered
as (public) transport is one of the
biggest factors for those emissions

EV Level 2: Initiating Electric Grid Integration
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Offer Supply of EVs

 Sufficient product range
 Availability of EVs

 Number of available EV models
 Delivery time slightly higher in comparison to
combustion vehicles (about 9 months)

 70% of all manufacturers provide EVs
and supply a sufficient range of different
models in a middle time period

Electric Mobility

 Public transport offers

 Percentage of registered EVs in comparison to

 Public transport, taxi services,
eCarsharing and ride offers help to
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Business Models

 Taxi / ride services
 eCarsharing and
eMotosharing

combustion vehicles (about 20%)
 Amount of eCarsharing Customers comparable to
combustion carsharing
 eCarsharing stations in relation to inhabitants
 eMotosharing vehicles in relation fo inhabitants
 Expert evaluation of diffusion of eCarsharing
(medium)

increase the amount of available emobility solutions
 Experts help to evaluate the grade of the
diffusion of eCarsharing & eMotosharing

Electric Mobility
Technology

 Battery capacity
 New charging technology
 Self-driving EVs

 Battery capacity should increase to average >250 km
for an EV
 Percentage of homes with smart-home equipment
>15%
 Expert evaluation on amount of investments into new
technologies (high-medium)

 Smart-home equipment allows homecharging and reduces the needs for too
many public CS
 High battery capacity allows a full
acceptance of mobility needs

Cost of Electric
Mobility

 Attractive retail prices
 Incentivized charging
options

 Retail price of EVs will be equivalent to combustion
vehicles
 Expert evaluation of incentivized charging impact
(low)

 EVs reached the level of some retail
price as combustion cars
 Incentivized charging helps to promote
the popularity of emobility

Standardization

 Automatized charging &
payment process
 Charging sockets

 50% of the charging sockets should be matching to
plugs of CS
 60% of all charging and payment processes are
standardized

 The standardization of the charging
sockets helps to utilize the public CS
 Standardized charging and payment
processes help to promote emobility

Governmental
Legislation

 Energy and electricity tax
laws
 Definition of an EV with
regards to governmental
incentives
 Adaption of fuel taxation

 Tax laws supporting renewables/reducing CO2emissions expert evaluation (medium-low)
 Official definition of an EV with certain criteria (min.
electric range)
 Operating cost for combustion vehicles due to fees
not much lower than for EVs;

 The government strongly influences the
acceptance of EVs with incentives,
punishment and taxation possibilities;
e.g. a max. amount of fuel-based
vehicles could be possible
 To enable a mass-market with EVs
certain legislation adaptions as the
definition of an EV need to be performed

Governmental Goals

 Reduction of CO2 to
achieve (national) climate
goals

 Reduction goals of greater than 60% of CO2
emissions compared to the year 2000;

 By increasing the amount of EVs the
overall CO2 emissions will be lowered
as (public) transport is one of the
biggest factors for those emissions
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EV Level 3: Optimal Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Offer Supply of EVs

 Sufficient product range
 Availability of EVs

 Number of available EV models
 Delivery time nearly comparable to combustion
vehicles (about 6 months)

 Most manufacturers provide EVs and
supply a sufficient range of different
models in a middle-short time period

Electric Mobility
Business Models






 Percentage of registered EVs in comparison to
combustion vehicles (about 50%)
 Amount of eCarsharing Customers comparable to
combustion carsharing at Maturity Model Level 1
 eCarsharing stations in relation to inhabitants
 eMotosharing vehicles in relation to inhabitants
 Expert evaluation of diffusion of eCarsharing (highmedium)

 Self-driving EVs solve the problem of
availability of EVs and station-based
eCarsharing offers
 Public transport, taxi services,
eCarsharing and ride offers help to
increase the amount of available emobility solutions
 Experts help to evaluate the grade of
diffusion of eCarsharing & eMotosharing

Electric Mobility
Technology

 Battery capacity
 New charging technology
 Self-driving EVs

 Battery capacity should increase to average >350km
for an EV
 Percentage of homes with smart-home equipment
>30%
 Expert evaluation on amount of investments into new
technologies (high)
 Share of self-driving EVs at total EVs (~30%)

 High battery capacity allows a full
acceptance of mobility needs
 Smart-home equipment allows homecharging and reduces the needs for too
many public CS

Cost of Electric
Mobility

 Attractive retail prices
 Incentivized charging
options

 Retail price of EVs will be lower than combustion
vehicles
 Expert evaluation of incentivized charging impact
(high-medium)

 EVs need to be cheaper than
comparable combustion vehicles to
make them attractive
 Incentivized charging helps to promote
the popularity of emobility

Standardization

 Automatized charging &
payment process
 Mobility app (not stuck to
certain providers or
vehicles)
 Charging sockets

 Expert evaluation of usage of the mobility app (high)
 70% of the charging sockets should be matching to
plugs of CS
 80% of all charging and payment processes are
standardized
 Number of cells per battery

 A mobility app, which includes all public
transport, taxi and eCarsharing transport
solutions will be a milestone before the
self-driving EVs
 The standardization of the charging
sockets helps to utilize the public CS
 Standardized charging and payment

Self-driving EVs
Public transport offers
Taxi / ride services
eCarsharing +
eMotosharing
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 Battery voltage

Governmental
Legislation

Governmental Goals

processes help to promote emobility
 Standardization of battery voltage will
help for homologation of public CS
infrastructure

 Energy and electricity tax
laws
 Definition of an EV with
regards to governmental
incentives
 Regulation of new
registered cars
 Adaption of fuel taxation

 Tax laws supporting renewables/reducing CO2emissions expert evaluation (high)
 Bidirectional charging permitted
 Official definition of an EV with certain criteria (min.
electric range)
 Regulation prescribes max. amount of combustion
vehicles OR

 Reduction of CO2 to
achieve (national) climate
goals
 Independence of fuel

 Reduction goals of greater than 80% of CO2
emissions compared to the year 2000;
 Amount of imported fuel reduced to at least 50%
compared to the year 2000;

 By increasing the amount of EVs the
overall CO2 emissions will be lowered
as (public) transport is one of the
biggest factors for those emissions
 Additionally a reduction of imported fuel
helps to reach those goals

 Extra fee for combustion vehicles
 Operating cost for combustion vehicles due to fees
>150% of EVs

 The government strongly influences the
acceptance of EVs with incentives,
punishment and taxation possibilities;
e.g. a max. amount of fuel-based
vehicles could be possible
 To enable a mass-market with EVs
certain legislation adaptions as the
definition of an EV need to be performed

EV Level 4: Optimal Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Offer Supply of EVs

 Sufficient product range
 Availability of EVs

 Number of available EV models
 Delivery time comparable to combustion vehicles
(about 3 months)

 All manufacturers provide EVs and
supply a sufficient range of different
models in a short time period

Electric Mobility
Business Models






 Registered amount of EVs (self-driving, E-Busses, ETaxis etc.)
 Percentage of registered EVs in comparison to
combustion vehicles (about 70%)
 Amount of eCarsharing Customers comparable to
combustion carsharing at Maturity Model Level 0
 eCarsharing stations in relation to inhabitants

 Self-driving EVs solve the problem of
availability of EVs and station-based
eCarsharing offers
 Public transport, taxi services,
eCarsharing, eMotosharing and ride
offers help to increase the amount of
available e-mobility solutions
 Experts help to evaluate the grade of

Self-driving EVs
Public transport offers
Taxi / ride services
eCarsharing
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 eMotosharing in relation to inhabitants
 Expert evaluation of diffusion of eCarsharing (high)

diffusion of eCarsharing

Electric Mobility
Technology

 Battery capacity
 New charging technology
 Self-driving EVs

 Battery capacity increased to average >400km for an
EV
 Percentage of homes with smart-home equipment
>40%
 Expert evaluation on amount of investments into new
technologies (medium)
 Share of self-driving EVs at total EVs (~50%)

 High battery capacity allows a full
acceptance of mobility needs
 Smart-home equipment allows homecharging and reduces the needs for too
many public CS

Cost of Electric
Mobility

 Attractive retail prices
 Incentivized charging
options

 Retail price of EVs will be lower than combustion
vehicles
 Expert evaluation of incentivized charging impact
(high)

 EVs need to be cheaper than
comparable combustion vehicles as they
are the common vehicle at level 4
 Experts help to evaluate the incentivized
charging impact
 Incentivized charging helps to promote
the popularity of emobility

Standardization

 Automatized charging &
payment process
 Charging sockets
 Mobility app (not stuck to
certain providers or
vehicles)

 Expert evaluation of usage of the mobility app (high)
 100% of the charging sockets should be matching to
plugs of CS
 100% of all charging and payment processes are
standardized

 A mobility app, which includes all public
transport, taxi and eCarsharing transport
solutions will be a milestone along with
the self-driving EVs
 The standardization of the charging
sockets helps to utilize the public CS
 Standardized charging and payment
processes help to promote emobility

Governmental
Legislation

 Energy and electricity tax
laws
 Definition of an EV with
regards to governmental
incentives
 Regulation of new
registered cars
 Adaption of fuel taxation

 Tax laws supporting renewables/reducing CO2emissions expert evaluation (high)
 Bidirectional charging permitted
 Official definition of an EV with certain criteria (min.
electric range)
 Regulation prescribes max. amount of combustion
vehicles
 Extra fee for combustion vehicles
 Operating cost for combustion vehicles due to fees

 The government strongly influences the
acceptance of EVs with incentives,
punishment and taxation possibilities;
e.g. a max. amount of fuel-based
vehicles could be possible
 To enable a mass-market with EVs
certain legislation adaptions as the
definition of an EV need to be performed
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>200% of EVs
Governmental Goals

 Reduction of CO2 to
achieve (national) climate
goals
 Independence of fuel

 Reduction goals of greater than 80% of CO2
emissions compared to the year 2000;
 Amount of imported fuel negligible;
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overall CO2 emissions will be lowered
as (public) transport is one of the
biggest factors for those emissions
 Additionally a reduction of imported fuel
helps to reach those goals
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III.2.2. Area 2: Power Grid Issues
This section describes how the need of a smart controlling system (ELECTRIFIC) of
consumer loads like EVs is. This section also details the requirements for such a system.
Regarding the grid operator, the willingness of using decentralized intelligent control
mechanism in the power grid, measured by its efforts in smart grid research and participation
in smart meter rollout, is an important key for the introduction of ELECTRIFIC to the market.
In addition to the willingness of the power grid operators, the legislation needs to support the
usage of smart controlling software for power grid control including personal data collection.
Due to the high complexity (dependencies) in quantifying the metrics on the different maturity
levels, the following focuses on a qualitative description in addition to quantitative
description. The complexity is given by the technical view (differences in grid size, cable
length, technical assets, variety of connected grid participants like households, businesses,
industry, area, etc.) and by operational view, especially regarding the available capabilities of
the grid operator (financial, knowledge, employees). As most of the low voltage grids are not
monitored with measuring devices in detail yet, a direct measurement of the need of a smart
charging system is not possible. Therefore, indicators for such a need are presented in the
following. Most of the power grid metrics are related to the low voltage grid, as ELECTRIFIC
is primary build to overcome power quality and bottleneck issues within low voltage grids.

III.2.2.a. Level Summaries


Level 0: The power grid is planned and operated in a traditional way. Peak power
grid enhancement is the first choice to handle new loads. Controllable consumption
devices are not or very rarely present. The effort in investigation on controlling
charging processes in the grid is very low to non-existing. Legislation does not
support dynamic and smart load control or online personal data usage (smart
meters).



Level 1: The power grid is planned in an optimised way including better estimation of
loads. Peak power grid enhancement is the first choice to handle new loads.
However, the usage of smart control like ELECTRIFIC is evaluated by studies.
Controllable consumption devices are connected with different standards. The effort
in investigation on controlling charging processes in the grid is low. Legislation does
partially support dynamic and smart load control by allowing initial personal data
usage.



Level 2: The power grid is planned in smarter way including better estimation of load
profiles by using experience from some test smart grids. Peak power grid
enhancement is not always the most economical option. The usage of smart charging
control, like ELECTRIFIC, is considered. Controllable consumption devices are
connected with industry standard protocols. The interaction is done via the same
interface (e.g. SMGW). The effort in investigation on controlling charging processes in
the grid is medium. Legislation does partially support dynamic and smart load control
by allowing data usage in a reduced form and providing a draft of how to use load
flexibility in the grid.



Level 3: The power grid is planned in an optimised way including better estimation of
loads by using experience from some test smart grids and broadly simulation of the
grid (with load profiles). Peak power grid enhancement is most of the time not an
economical option. The usage of smart charging control like ELECTRIFIC is required
in some parts of the grid. Controllable consumption devices are connected with
industry standard protocols, the interaction is done via the same interface (e.g.
SMGW) and the priority of control commands is clear. The effort in investigation on
controlling charging processes in the grid is high. Legislation does basically support
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dynamic and smart load control by allowing data usage in a reduced form and
providing a final law on how to use load flexibility in the grid.


Level 4: The power grid is planned in an optimised way including online data of the
specific grid. Peak power grid enhancement is rarely an economical option. The
usage of smart charging control like ELECTRIFIC is required in most parts of the grid.
Controllable consumption devices are connected with industry standard protocols, the
interaction is done via the same interface (e.g. SMGW) and the priority of control
commands is clear. The control is done in an open form to allow market based
pricing. The effort in investigation on controlling charging processes in the grid is very
high and increasing. Legislation does fully support dynamic and smart load control by
allowing data usage in a reduced form and providing a final law on how to use load
flexibility in the grid. Legislation supports business models in the regulated sector of
energy transportation, which allow the remuneration of load flexibility in a nondiscriminatory way.
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III.2.2.b. Details
Grid Level 0: No/Hardly Any Electric Mobility
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Technology

 GIS-Data availability
 Concrete load category and load
behaviour
 Monitoring of grid related
information

 Quality of available digital GIS data of the
power grid
 Accuracy of load behaviour model (standard
load profiles vs. smart meter by comparison
of data driven model vs. real load)
 Status of smart meter rollout with online
capabilities (percentage)

 GIS data about the power grid only on physical
paper available
 Loads are modelled with outdated load profiles
(no EV charging profile)
 No metering device in the grid, grid load is
estimated

 Average load of a low voltage grid
(especially the transformer) during working
days, Saturdays and Sundays
 Presence of (sufficiently large and sufficiently
long) grid issues like load peaks
 Amount of peak (real) power of renewable
energy installed in the low voltage grid
 Amount of (required) interactions by DSO
with controllable consumption devices or
other controllable grid assets.

 Average transformer load very low (<30%)
 No load peaks (roughly the same peak demand
over the whole day/week/year)
 No or just a few renewable energy sources
installed in the low voltage grid, thus low volatility
caused by renewable energies.
 No interactions required

Grid situation  Lack of overcapacity where CSs
in low voltage
have to be (are) installed.
grids
 Sufficiently large (critical) and long
load changes due to the CSs which
have to be compensated
 Availability of renewable energies,
which have to be locally
compensated

Standardisati
on

 Reliable, secure and functionally
complete communication
infrastructure between controllable
consumption devices and the DSO

 Analysis of the existing implemented/used
security measures

 No standard of controlling controllable
consumption devices

System
Operator
Legislation
(Government
al/national
regulation
authority)

 Legitimization of the real-time
usage of grid data (data protection)
 Clear definition of “what is a
controllable consumption device”
 Clarifying the level of control
instance: DSO vs. TSO vs. ES. vs.
CSP (priority strategy for control
operations)

 Analysis of the corresponding law and
regulation

 Legislation prohibits all kind of personal data
usage for operating the grid in a more efficient
way (economic and ecological)
 No legal framework for controllable consumption
devices in the grid
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 Level of transparency: control
means must be
traceable/comprehensible for the
DSO, the CSP and the customers
(accountability not only in terms of
legal/critical situations).
 Legitimization of the use of
Electrific by the NRA in terms of the
with regard to the provision of
subsidies for the introduction of
smart technology.
System
Operator
Incentives
(Government
al/ national
regulation
authority)

 Regulatory terms of the NRA

 Cost efficiency of traditionally grid
enhancement vs. smart control of CSs

 Usage of ELECTRIFIC does not improve the cost
efficiency of a grid operator
 Grid enhancement is most economical
 Grid usage cannot be estimated accurately and
therefore peak power grid enhancement is done
 Smart controlling like with ELECTRIFIC would not
fulfil the technical requirements of the DSO.

System
Operator
Goals

 DSO 2.0 – System operators wants
that the power grids become digital
to create the potential for future
flexible regulation.
 Controllability of the power grid so
that existing flexibilities can be
optimally utilized.
 Awareness of the need for the
transition

 Amount of investments of DSO into future
grid control techniques
 Number and amount of power of controllable
devices in the power grid
 Difference of need of smart control in rural
vs. city areas (space, existing infrastructure,
topology …) but also in different LV-grids.

 Grid operators spend no money in research
concerning utilization of consumer flexibility to
help in the operation of the grid
 No or very small amount of flexible power in the
grid
 Consumer flexibility is not intended to be used
and cannot technically be used in rural as well as
city areas

Grid Level 1: Initiating Electric Mobility
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Technology

 GIS-Data availability
 Concrete load category and load
behaviour
 Monitoring of grid related

 Quality of available digital GIS data of the
power grid
 Accuracy of load behaviour model (standard
load profiles vs. smart meter by comparison

 GIS data is partially digital with a bad accuracy
(estimated line length, …)
 Loads are modelled with up to date load profiles
(e.g. in Germany: BDEW standard load profiles,
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of data driven model vs. real load)
 Status of smart meter rollout with online
capabilities (percentage)

but no specific EV charging profiles)
 Some smart meter device in some parts of the
grid. Readout only on yearly/monthly base. The
grid load can be measured online in some test
grids.

 Average load of a low voltage grid
(especially the transformer) during working
days, Saturdays and Sundays
 Presence of (sufficiently large and sufficiently
long) grid issues like load peaks
 Amount of peak (real) power of renewable
energy installed in the low voltage grid
 Amount of (required) interactions by DSO
with controllable consumption devices or
other controllable grid assets.

 Average transformer load low to medium (<50%)
 Some random load peaks, not over the whole
year
 Some renewable energy sources are in the low
voltage grid, rare to no power flow reverse at the
transformer in some grids (generated solar power
is all the time smaller than the power demand
within the same low voltage grid)
 Some interactions are required (only a few times
in the year) on either demand or supply side. An
example would be power demand curtailment of
night storage heaters or PV curtailment.

Standardisati
on

 Reliable, secure and functionally
complete communication
infrastructure between controllable
consumption devices and the DSO

 Analysis of the existing implemented/used
security measures

 Controllable consumption devices have different
mismatching standards. Control channel is not
clear. Some devices are connected with ripple
control.

System
Operator
Legislation
(Government
al/national
regulation
authority)

 Legitimization of the real-time
usage of grid data (data protection)
 Clear definition of “what is a
controllable consumption device”
 Clarifying the level of control
instance: DSO vs. TSO vs. ES. vs.
CSP (priority strategy for control
operations)
 Level of transparency: control
means must be
traceable/comprehensible for the
DSO, the CSP and the customers
(accountability not only in terms of
legal/critical situations).

 Analysis of the corresponding law and
regulation

 Legislation only allows personal data usage for
operating the grid in a more efficient way
(economic and ecological) that is aggregated in a
way, that the behaviour of individual households
cannot be extracted.
 Some controllable consumption devices in the
grid connected via ripple control
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 Legitimization of the use of
Electrific by the NRA in terms of the
with regard to the provision of
subsidies for the introduction of
smart technology.
System
Operator
Incentives
(Government
al/ national
regulation
authority)

 Regulatory terms of the NRA

 Cost efficiency of traditionally grid
enhancement vs. smart control of CSs

 Usage of ELECTRIFIC would improve the cost
efficiency of a grid operator under certain
circumstances in short term
 Grid enhancement is most economical in long
term.
 Grid usage is estimated using simultaneity factor.
 Smart controlling like with ELECTRIFIC was
considered and could probably fulfil the
requirements of the DSO.

System
Operator
Goals

 DSO 2.0 – System operators wants
that the power grids become digital
to create the potential for future
flexible regulation.
 Controllability of the power grid so
that existing flexibilities can be
optimally utilized.
 Awareness of the need for the
transition

 Amount of investments of DSO into future
grid control techniques
 Number and amount of power of controllable
devices in the power grid
 Difference of need of smart control in rural
vs. city areas (space, existing infrastructure,
topology …) but also in different LV-grids.

 Grid operators spend small amount of money in
research concerning utilization of consumer
flexibility to help in the operation of the grid
 Small amount of flexible power in the grid
 Consumer flexibility is planned to be used in the
future and can theoretically be implemented in
rural as well as city areas

Grid Level 2 : Initiating Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Technology

 GIS-Data availability
 Concrete load category and load
behaviour
 Monitoring of grid related
information

 Quality of available digital GIS data of the
power grid
 Accuracy of load behaviour model (standard
load profiles vs. smart meter by comparison
of data driven model vs. real load)
 Status of smart meter rollout with online
capabilities (percentage)

 GIS data is either partially digital with a high
accuracy or completely digital with bad accuracy.
 Loads are modelled with adjusted load profiles
based on standard load profiles (no EV charging
profiles)
 Metering device are installed on most of the new
transformers rolled out in the grid.
 At least 50 % of new households with high energy
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consumption are equipped with smart meters

Grid situation  Lack of overcapacity where CSs
in low voltage
have to be (are) installed.
grids
 Sufficiently large (critical) and long
load changes due to the CSs which
have to be compensated
 Availability of renewable energies,
which have to be locally
compensated

 Average load of a low voltage grid
(especially the transformer) during working
days, Saturdays and Sundays
 Presence of (sufficiently large and sufficiently
long) grid issues like load peaks
 Amount of peak (real) power of renewable
energy installed in the low voltage grid
 Amount of (required) interactions by DSO
with controllable consumption devices or
other controllable grid assets.

 Average transformer load medium to high (<70%)
 Some random small load peaks, not over the
whole year and some small regular lead peaks
(e.g. weekly load peak on Monday at 8:00)
 Multiple renewable energy sources in the grid, but
most of the time no power flow reverse at the
transformer
 Multiple interactions are required (multiple times
in the year) on either demand or supply side.

 Analysis of the existing implemented/used
security measures

 Controllable consumption devices have industry
standards depending on their domain (heat, EV,
consumer electronics)
 Controllable consumption devices are controlled
via the same interface (e.g. SMGW)

Standardisati
on

 Reliable, secure and functionally
complete communication
infrastructure between controllable
consumption devices and the DSO

System
Operator
Legislation
(Government
al/national
regulation
authority)

 Legitimization of the real-time
 Analysis of the corresponding law and
usage of grid data (data protection)
regulation
 Clear definition of “what is a
controllable consumption device”
 Clarifying the level of control
instance: DSO vs. TSO vs. ES. vs.
CSP (priority strategy for control
operations)
 Level of transparency: control
means must be
traceable/comprehensible for the
DSO, the CSP and the customers
(accountability not only in terms of
legal/critical situations).
 Legitimization of the use of
Electrific by the NRA in terms of the
with regard to the provision of
subsidies for the introduction of
smart technology.

 Legislation allows personal data usage for
operating the grid in a more efficient way
(economic and ecological) that is aggregated on
feeder line level or delayed (no live monitoring)
 All controllable consumption devices in the grid
connected via ripple control or in new buildings
via smart meter gateway (SMGW)
 Legislation on how to use load flexibility for
operating the grid are in progress.
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System
Operator
Incentives
(Government
al/ national
regulation
authority)

 Regulatory terms of the NRA

 Cost efficiency of traditionally grid
enhancement vs. smart control of CSs

 Usage of ELECTRIFIC will improve the cost
efficiency of a grid operator under certain
circumstances in some parts of the grid
 Grid enhancement not always the most
economical solution
 Grid usage is estimated using simultaneity factor,
load profiles for time depending load or
differentiate between normal households, and
households with PV and/or EVs
 Smart controlling like with ELECTRIFIC was
considered and would fulfil the requirements of
the DSO.

System
Operator
Goals

 DSO 2.0 – System operators wants
that the power grids become digital
to create the potential for future
flexible regulation.
 Controllability of the power grid so
that existing flexibilities can be
optimally utilized.
 Awareness of the need for the
transition

 Amount of investments of DSO into future
grid control techniques
 Number and amount of power of controllable
devices in the power grid
 Difference of need of smart control in rural
vs. city areas (space, existing infrastructure,
topology …) but also in different LV-grids.

 Grid operators spend medium amount of money
in research concerning utilization of consumer
flexibility to help in the operation of the grid
 Small to medium amount of flexible power in the
grid
 Consumer flexibility is planned to be used in the
future. Implementation was tested in small
projects in rural or city areas

Grid Level 3: Mature Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Technology

 GIS-Data availability
 Concrete load category and load
behaviour
 Monitoring of grid related
information

 Quality of available digital GIS data of the
power grid
 Accuracy of load behaviour model (standard
load profiles vs. smart meter by comparison
of data driven model vs. real load)
 Status of smart meter rollout with online
capabilities (percentage)

 GIS data is in digital (proprietary) format
available. Accuracy ranges from low to high.
 Loads are modelled with adjusted load profiles
based on standard load profiles and smart meter
data of a specific test grid. In addition, EV
charging profiles are used.
 Every transformer is equipped with a measuring
device, which is only partially with live data
functionality

Grid situation

 Lack of overcapacity where CSs

 Average load of a low voltage grid

 Average transformer load high (no overloading)
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(especially the transformer) during working
(<90%)
days, Saturdays and Sundays
 Small regular load peaks (weekly or daily load
 Presence of (sufficiently large and sufficiently
peaks, which drive the grid near the limits)
long) grid issues like load peaks
 A lot of renewable energy sources in the low
 Amount of peak (real) power of renewable
voltage grid, irregular power flow reverse at the
energy installed in the low voltage grid
transformer, thus high volatility caused by
renewable energies
 Amount of (required) interactions by DSO
with controllable consumption devices or
 Multiple interactions are required (multiple times
other controllable grid assets.
in a month) on both demand and supply side.

Standardisati
on

 Reliable, secure and functionally
complete communication
infrastructure between controllable
consumption devices and the DSO

 Analysis of the existing implemented/used
security measures

 All controllable consumption devices are
connected via SMGW, where the DSO can
control them on highest priority

System
Operator
Legislation
(Government
al/national
regulation
authority)

 Legitimization of the real-time
 Analysis of the corresponding law and
usage of grid data (data protection)
regulation
 Clear definition of “what is a
controllable consumption device”
 Clarifying the level of control
instance: DSO vs. TSO vs. ES. vs.
CSP (priority strategy for control
operations)
 Level of transparency: control
means must be
traceable/comprehensible for the
DSO, the CSP and the customers
(accountability not only in terms of
legal/critical situations).
 Legitimization of the use of
Electrific by the NRA in terms of the
with regard to the provision of
subsidies for the introduction of
smart technology.

 Legislation allows anonymised personal data
usage for operating the grid in a more efficient
way (economic and ecological)
 All controllable consumption devices are
connected bidirectional via SMGW. Initial test
using decentralized control algorithms.
 Basic legislation on how to use load flexibility for
operating the grid are given. In addition, V2G
flexibility is included.

System
Operator
Incentives

 Regulatory terms of the NRA

 Usage of ELECTRIFIC most of the time improves
the cost efficiency of a grid operator a lot
 Grid enhancement is most of the time not

 Cost efficiency of traditionally grid
enhancement vs. smart control of CSs
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(Government
al/ national
regulation
authority)

System
Operator
Goals

economical (for the certain LV-grid)
 Grid usage is simulated using very accurate load
profiles (some from metering devices)
 Smart controlling like with ELECTRIFIC would
provide a solution, which fulfils the requirements
of the DSO.
 Smart controlling is required in some parts of the
grid to operate the grid in a stable state.
 DSO 2.0 – System operators wants
that the power grids become digital
to create the potential for future
flexible regulation.
 Controllability of the power grid so
that existing flexibilities can be
optimally utilized.
 Awareness of the need for the
transition

 Amount of investments of DSO into future
grid control techniques
 Number and amount of power of controllable
devices in the power grid
 Difference of need of smart control in rural
vs. city areas (space, existing infrastructure,
topology …) but also in different LV-grids.

 Grid operators spend high amount of money in
research concerning utilization of consumer
flexibility to help in the operation of the grid
 Medium to high amount of flexible power in the
grid
 Consumer flexibility is used in test areas and
evaluated to be rollout in large scale to rural as
well as city areas

Grid Level 4: Optimal Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

Technology

 GIS-Data availability
 Concrete load category and load
behaviour
 Monitoring of grid related
information

 Quality of available digital GIS data of the
power grid
 Accuracy of load behaviour model (standard
load profiles vs. smart meter by comparison
of data driven model vs. real load)
 Status of smart meter rollout with online
capabilities (percentage)

 GIS data in digital open standard format available
 Loads are modelled with historical and real-time
data of the smart meters and therefore are very
accurate
 Almost all (relevant) grid connection points are
equipped with metering devices

 Average load of a low voltage grid
(especially the transformer) during working
days, Saturdays and Sundays
 Presence of (sufficiently large and sufficiently
long) grid issues like load peaks
 Amount of peak (real) power of renewable
energy installed in the low voltage grid

 Average transformer load very high (<100%),
sometimes overloaded
 High and regular load peaks
 A lot of renewable in the grid, regular power flow
reverse
 Multiple, regular interactions are required
(multiple times in one day) on both demand and

Grid situation  Lack of overcapacity where CSs
in low voltage
have to be (are) installed.
grids
 Sufficiently large (critical) and long
load changes due to the CSs which
have to be compensated
 Availability of renewable energies,
which have to be locally
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 Amount of (required) interactions by DSO
with controllable consumption devices or
other controllable grid assets.

supply side.

Standardisati
on

 Reliable, secure and functionally
complete communication
infrastructure between controllable
consumption devices and the DSO

 Analysis of the existing implemented/used
security measures

 Most controllable consumption devices are
connected via a “reward scheme” in order to
plan/react grid friendly in a dynamic way

System
Operator
Legislation
(Government
al/national
regulation
authority)

 Legitimization of the real-time
 Analysis of the corresponding law and
usage of grid data (data protection)
regulation
 Clear definition of “what is a
controllable consumption device”
 Clarifying the level of control
instance: DSO vs. TSO vs. ES. vs.
CSP (priority strategy for control
operations)
 Level of transparency: control
means must be
traceable/comprehensible for the
DSO, the CSP and the customers
(accountability not only in terms of
legal/critical situations).
 Legitimization of the use of
Electrific by the NRA in terms of the
with regard to the provision of
subsidies for the introduction of
smart technology.

 Legislation allows personal data usage for
operating the grid in a more efficient way
(economic and ecological)
 Controllable consumption devices are labelled
with a standardized seal for grid-friendly usage
including communication
 Legislation supports business models in the
regulated sector of energy transportation, which
allow the remuneration of load and supply (V2g)
flexibility in a non-discriminatory way.

System
Operator
Incentives
(Government
al/ national
regulation
authority)

 Regulatory terms of the NRA

 Usage of ELECTRIFIC improves the cost
efficiency of a grid operator a lot
 Grid enhancement is not economical or technical
feasible solution (for the certain LV-grid)
 Grid usage shows some possibilities where a
charging station management (smart charging)
can cause an improvement in the grid situation
(e.g. to avoid grid overloading)
 Smart controlling like with ELECTRIFIC would

 Cost efficiency of traditionally grid
enhancement vs. smart control of CSs
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provide a solution, which fulfils the requirements
of the DSO.

System
Operator
Goals

 DSO 2.0 – System operators wants
that the power grids become digital
to create the potential for future
flexible regulation.
 Controllability of the power grid so
that existing flexibilities can be
optimally utilized.
 Awareness of the need for the
transition

 Amount of investments of DSO into future
grid control techniques
 Number and amount of power of controllable
devices in the power grid
 Difference of need of smart control in rural
vs. city areas (space, existing infrastructure,
topology …) but also in different LV-grids.
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III.2.3. Area 3: Charging Station Network
This section tries to lay out in what extend the charging station network is sufficient to sustain
the demands of the present and prospective Electric Mobility market. Mostly a technology
driven area, there is a particular focus on the availability of charging opportunities for
consumers, to reduce distance between, as well as search effort for, charging stations and
secure vacancy there, combined with the performance of the charging service itself, to
minimize wait time during charging process and maximize the offer of charging options.
Further significant for a comprehensive view on charging stations is to take a look at
standardization, which is on the one hand largely influenced by the implementation of bidirectional charging as a future technology and on the other hand by vendor lock-ins from a
business perspective. For companies, as well as consumers using the charging station
services, likewise important is the impact of personal offers, possibility of easy payment and
availability of roaming. Finally, the consideration of governmental efforts to set industry
quality-standards, target goals on installed charging stations, subsidize charging
infrastructure, establish a Weights and Measures Act and guarantee trouble-free operation is
concluding this contemplation of the area charging stations.

III.2.3.a. Level Summaries


Level 0: In this market level EVs are used only by innovators. Therefore, charging
stations are built in very low numbers for mostly research and not business purposes.
The government is getting aware of a growing political interest in eMobility.



Level 1: In this market level CSs getting also used by early adopters. CSs are built in
rising numbers to mainly secure future market leadership. The government takes first
actions on regulation and fostering eMobility.



Level 2: In this market level CSs getting also used by an early majority. CSs are built
in very high numbers to base a business upon. The government intensifies its efforts
on regulation and fostering to keep up with the growing political interest in eMobility.



Level 3: In this market level CSs are getting also used by a late majority. CSs are
equipped with more and more functionality to fulfill every customers needs and base
additional business upon. Governmental actions on regulation and fostering eMobility
are reduced because of an already declining political interest in eMobility.



Level 4: In this market level CSs getting also used by laggards. The CS network is
sufficient in numbers and functionality for all customers. Governmental efforts on
regulation and fostering are reduced to a minimum because of missing political
interest in eMobility.
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III.2.3.b. Details

CS Level 0: No/Hardly Any Electric Mobility
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

CS Network

 Distance between open to
public charging stations

 CS Covering (“No. of CS / square kilometres”)

 Average distance of open to public charging
stations less than 50 km

 Search effort for next
charging station
 Secure vacancy
 wait time while charging
process
 Impact of different charging
options

 Integration of charging station network in navigation
solutions (No. of Navigation Solutions with integrated
CS Network / No. Of all Navigation Solutions)
 Possibility of ahead of time bookings (“No. yes / No.
no”)
 Average Charging Power Speed (“Sum Charging
Power Speed in kW / No. of CS”)
 Available Charging Options ("No. of available charging
options")

 Not any integration of charging station network in
navigation solutions
 Ahead of time bookings not available
 EV charging (to 80%) takes in average 210
minutes
 No charging options available

 Impact of personal offers
 Possibility of easy payment
 Availability of roaming

 Possibility of Demand response
 Demand in buying charge services and offer of
charge services are not influenced at all
 Possibility of Easy payment ("No. of available payment
options")
 Possibilities to pay restricted to CSP charge card
 Availability of Roaming ("No. of CS open for all
 No cooperation between CSPs in roaming:
customers/ No. Of all CS")
charging station use restricted to own CSP

CS Business

CS
 Possibility of bi-directional
Standardization
charging
 Vendor lock-ins
Governmental
Legislation

 Framework for trouble-free
operation of charging
stations
 Existence of a Weights and
Measures Act

 Bi-directional charging possible ("yes/no")
 Vendor Compatibility ("No. of vendor compatible to all
CS/No. of all CS")
 Available Smart Communication Functions

 Bi-directional charging not possible
 Charging stations are vendor compatible to 40%
of all EVs
 No smart communication possible

 Existence of Legal Framework for trouble-free
operation of CS
 Existence of a Weights and Measures Act (“yes/no”)

 Need for a legal framework regarding a troublefree operation of charging stations is recognized
 Need for a Weights and Measures Act is
recognized
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Governmental
Incentives

 Subsidy in the development
of charging infrastructure

 Government Investment Effort

 Need for subsidization in charging station
network is recognized

Governmental
Goals

 Industry quality standards
to ensure safety and
compatibility
 Political goal on number of
installed charging stations

 Existence of NRA industry standards
 Installed cs ("No. of installed CS/Goal on installed
CS")

 Need of NRA industry standards is recognized
 No political goals on number of installed charging
stations fulfilled, because of missing political
interest

CS Level 1: Initiating Electric Mobility
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

CS Network

 Distance between open to
public charging stations
 Search effort for next
charging station
 Secure vacancy
 Wait time while charging
process
 Impact of different charging
options

 CS Covering (“No. of CS / square kilometres”)
 Integration of charging station network in navigation
solutions (No. of Navigation Solutions with integrated
CS Network / No. Of all Navigation Solutions)
 Possibility of ahead of time bookings (“No. yes / No.
no”)
 Average Charging Power Speed (“Sum Charging
Power Speed in kW / No. of CS”)
 Available Charging Options ("No. of available charging
options")

 Average distance of open to public charging
stations less than 25 km
 Integration of charging station network in 15% of
all navigation solutions
 Ahead of time bookings not yet available
 EV charging (to 80%) takes in average 60
minutes
 Available charging options: fast, cheap

CS Business

 Impact of personal offers
 Possibility of easy payment
 Availability of roaming

 Possibility of Demand response
 Demand in buying charge services is influenced
by pricing based on local demand
 Possibility of Easy payment ("No. of available payment
options")
 Possibilities to pay restricted to CSP charge card
and CSP App
 Availability of Roaming ("No. of CS open for all
customers/ No. Of all CS")
 Emerging cooperation between CSPs in roaming:
charging station use 40% open to non-direct
customers CSP

CS
 Possibility of bi-directional
Standardization
charging
 Vendor lock-ins

 Bi-directional charging possible ("yes/no")
 Vendor Compatibility ("No. of vendor compatible to all
CS/No. of all CS")
 Available Smart Communication Functions
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Governmental
Legislation

 Framework for trouble-free
operation of charging
stations
 Existence of a Weights and
Measures Act

 Existence of Legal Framework for trouble-free
operation of CS
 Existence of a Weights and Measures Act (“yes/no”)

 Legal framework regarding a trouble-free
operation of charging stations is planned
 Weights and Measures Act is discussed

Governmental
Incentives

 Subsidy in the development
of charging infrastructure
 Start of implementation of a
cheap and easy process to
find building sites for CS

 Government Investment Effort
 Implementation efforts from Government or local
authority to design an easy process for to find and get
building sites for CS

 Subsidization in charging station network rising
 First efforts to implement a process due to slow
dissemination of CS

Governmental
negative
Incentives

 Reservation of parking lots
for EVs in front of the CS

 Clearly reserved parking lots in front of CS with signs
on the floor and signage

 Implementation of reservations that are regulated
within the legislation

Governmental
Goals

 Setting industry quality
standards to ensure safety
and compatibility
 Political goal on number of
installed charging stations

 Existence of NRA industry standards
 Installed cs ("No. of installed CS/Goal on installed
CS")

 NRA industry standards are planned
 Political goal on number of installed charging
stations is discussed, because of rising political
interest

CS Level 2: Initiating Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

CS Network

 Distance between open to
public charging stations
 Search effort for next
charging station
 Secure vacancy
 Wait time while charging
process

 CS Covering (“No. of CS / square kilometres”)
 Integration of charging station network in navigation
solutions (No. of Navigation Solutions with integrated
CS Network / No. Of all Navigation Solutions)
 Possibility of ahead of time bookings (“No. yes / No.
no”)
 Average Charging Power Speed (“Sum Charging

 Average distance of open to public charging
stations less than 10 km
 Integration of charging station network in 50% of
all navigation solutions
 Ahead of time bookings standard in 50% of all
navigation solutions
 EV charging (to 80%) takes in average 30
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 Impact of different charging
options

Power Speed in kW / No. of CS”)
minutes
 Available Charging Options ("No. of available charging  Available charging options: fast, cheap, local
options")
energy friendly

 Impact of personal offers
 Possibility of easy payment
 Availability of roaming

 Possibility of Demand response
 Demand in buying charge services is influenced
by pricing and non-monetary incentives based on
 Possibility of Easy payment ("No. of available payment
local demand
options")
 Possibilities to pay restricted to CSP charge card,
 Availability of Roaming ("No. of CS open for all
CSP App and credit/debit/ec card
customers/ No. Of all CS")
 Emerging cooperation between CSPs in roaming:
charging station use 60% open to non-direct
customers CSP

CS
 Possibility of bi-directional
Standardization
charging
 vendor lock-ins

 Bi-directional charging possible ("yes/no")
 Vendor Compatibility ("No. of vendor compatible to all
CS/No. of all CS")
 Available Smart Communication Functions

 Bi-directional charging researched as a future
standard
 Charging stations are vendor compatible to 70%
of all EVs
 Online Backend and Grid Operator
communication possible

Governmental
Legislation

 Framework for trouble-free
operation of charging
stations
 Existence of a Weights and
Measures Act

 Existence of Legal Framework for trouble-free
operation of CS
 Existence of a Weights and Measures Act (“yes/no”)

 Basic legal framework regarding a trouble-free
operation of charging stations is set and
executed
 Weights and Measures Act is established and
executed

Governmental
Incentives

 Subsidy in the development
of charging infrastructure
 Implementation of a cheap
and easy process to find
building sites for CS
 No taxes on the electricity
that is used for charging

 Government Investment Effort
 Advanced efforts from Government or local authority
to design an easy process for to find and get building
sites for CS
 There are no taxes on electricity that is used for
charging

 Subsidization in charging station network is
maximized
 Advanced implementation of processes due to
experiences from the other levels
 No taxes on the energy that is used for charging
to make the EV’s more attractive
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Governmental
negative
Incentives

 Act against fuel cars
parking in front of CS
 Reservation of parking lots
for EVs in front of the CS

 Medium penalty fees for fuel cars for parking in front of  Medium penalty fee to enforce the reservation of
CS
parking lots for EVs in front of CS. Government
makes shy steps forward
 Clearly reserved parking lots in front of CS with signs
on the floor and signage
 Implementation of reservations that are regulated
within the legislation

Governmental
Goals

 Industry quality standards
to ensure safety and
compatibility
 Political goal on number of
installed charging stations

 Existence of NRA industry standards
 Installed cs ("No. of installed CS/Goal on installed
CS")

 Basic NRA industry standards are set
 Political goal on number of installed charging
stations is set

CS Level 3: Mature Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

CS Network

 Distance between open to
public charging stations
 Search effort for next
charging station
 Secure vacancy
 Wait time while charging
process
 Impact of different charging
options

 CS Covering (“No. of CS / square kilometres”)
 Integration of charging station network in navigation
solutions (No. of Navigation Solutions with integrated
CS Network / No. Of all Navigation Solutions)
 Possibility of ahead of time bookings (“No. yes / No.
no”)
 Average Charging Power Speed (“Sum Charging
Power Speed in kW / No. of CS”)
 Available Charging Options ("No. of available charging
options")

 Average distance of open to public charging
stations less than 7,5 km
 Integration of charging station network in 75% of
all navigation solutions
 Ahead of time bookings standard in 75% of all
navigation solutions
 EV charging (to 80%) takes in average 10
minutes
 Available charging options: fast, cheap, battery
friendly, grid friendly

CS Business

 Impact of personal offers
 Possibility of easy payment
 Availability of roaming

 Possibility of Demand response
 Demand in buying charge services is influenced
by pricing and non-monetary incentives based on
 Possibility of Easy payment ("No. of available payment
local demand and grid status
options")
 Possibilities to pay restricted to CSP charge card,
 Availability of Roaming ("No. of CS open for all
CSP App and credit/debit/ec card
customers/ No. Of all CS")
 Emerging cooperation between CSPs in roaming:
charging station use 80% open to non-direct
customers CSP
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 Bi-directional charging possible ("yes/no")
 Vendor Compatibility ("No. of vendor compatible to all
CS/No. of all CS")
 Available Smart Communication Functions

 Bi-directional charging tested as a future
standard
 Charging stations are vendor compatible to 85%
of all EVs
 Online Backend, Grid Operator and ADAS
communication possible

Governmental
Legislation

 Framework for trouble-free
operation of charging
stations
 Existence of a Weights and
Measures Act

 Existence of Legal Framework for trouble-free
operation of CS
 Existence of a Weights and Measures Act (“yes/no”)

 Legal framework regarding a trouble-free
operation of charging stations is revised an
expanded to prefer EV owner/drivers needs over
others road users
 Weights and Measures Act is established and
executed

Governmental
Incentives

 Subsidy in the development
of charging infrastructure
 Almost full implementation
of a cheap and easy
process to
 Find building sites for CS
 No taxes on the electricity
that is used for charging

 Government Investment Effort
 Advanced efforts from Government or local authority
to design an easy process for to find and get building
sites for CS
 There are no taxes on electricity that is used for
charging

 Subsidization in charging station network falling
because of an increasingly self-regulated and
efficient Electric Mobility market
 Advanced implementation of processes due to
experiences from the other levels
 No taxes on the energy that is used for charging
to make the EV’s more attractive

Governmental
negative
Incentives

 Act against fuel cars
parking in front of CS
 Reservation of parking lots
for EVs in front of the CS

 High penalty fees for fuel cars for parking in front of
CS. Tow away the cars
 Clearly reserved parking lots in front of CS with signs
on the floor and signage beside or in front of the CS

 High penalty fee to enforce the reservation of
parking lots for EVs in front of CS.
 Implementation of reservations that are regulated
within the legislation

Governmental
Goals

 Industry quality standards
to ensure safety and
compatibility

 Existence of NRA industry standards
 Installed cs ("No. of installed CS/Goal on installed
CS")

 NRA industry standards are revised and
improved
 Political goal on number of installed charging
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 Political goal on number of
installed charging stations

stations fulfilled 50%

CS Level 4: Optimal Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

CS Network

 Distance between open to
public charging stations
 Search effort for next
charging station
 Secure vacancy
 Wait time while charging
process
 Impact of different charging
options

 CS Covering (“No. of CS / square kilometres”)
 Integration of charging station network in navigation
solutions (No. of Navigation Solutions with integrated
CS Network / No. Of all Navigation Solutions)
 Possibility of ahead of time bookings (“No. yes / No.
no”)
 Average Charging Power Speed (“Sum Charging
Power Speed in kW / No. of CS”)
 Available Charging Options ("No. of available charging
options")

 Average distance of open to public charging
stations less than 3 km
 Integration of charging station network in all
navigation solutions
 Ahead of time bookings standard for all
navigation solutions
 EV charging (to 80%) takes less than 5 minutes
 Available charging options: cheap, battery
friendly, grid friendly, bi-directional

CS Business

 Impact of personal offers
 Possibility of easy payment
 Availability of roaming

 Possibility of Demand response
 Dmand in buying charge services is maximized
on offer and vice versa (offer is influenced by
 Possibility of Easy payment ("No. of available payment
smart charging, demand is influenced by pricing
options")
and non-monetary incentives based on local
 Availability of Roaming ("No. of CS open for all
demand and grid status)
customers/ No. Of all CS")
 Possibilities to pay include all commonly used
payment methods including CSP charge card,
CSP App, credit/debit/ec card and more
 Cooperation between CSPs in roaming on
maximum level: all charging stations usable for
all customers

CS
 Possibility of bi-directional
Standardization
charging
 Vendor lock-ins

 Bi-directional charging possible ("yes/no")
 Vendor Compatibility ("No. of vendor compatible to all
CS/No. of all CS")
 Available Smart Communication Functions
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Governmental
Legislation

 Framework for trouble-free
operation of charging
stations
 Existence of a Weights and
Measures Act

 Existence of Legal Framework for trouble-free
operation of CS
 Existence of a Weights and Measures Act (“yes/no”)

 Legal framework regarding a trouble-free
operation of charging stations is completely set
and executed to prefer EV owners/drivers needs
over others road users
 Weights and Measures Act is established and
executed

Governmental
Incentives

 Subsidy in the development
of charging infrastructure
 Cheap and easy process to
find building sites for CS
 Taxes on the electricity that
is used for charging

 Government Investment Effort (Measures?)
 Implemented process from Government or local
authorities for an easy finding and get permit for
building sites for CS (Measures?)

 No more subsidization in charging station
network because of a self-regulated and efficient
Electric Mobility market
 Fully implemented processes due to experiences
from the other levels
 Small taxes due to a self-regulated and efficient
Electric Mobility market

Governmental
negative
Incentives

 Act against fuel cars
parking in front of CS
 Reservation of parking lots
for EVs in front of the CS

 There are small taxes on electricity that is used for
charging
 High penalty fees for fuel cars for parking in front of
CS. Tow away the cars
 Clearly reserved parking lots in front of CS with signs
on the floor and signage beside or in front of the CS

 High penalty fee to enforce the reservation of
parking lots for EVs in front of CS.
 Implemented reservations that are regulated
within the legislation

Governmental
Goals

 Industry quality standards
to ensure safety and
compatibility

 Existence of NRA industry standards

 NRA industry standards are completely set and
constantly ensured

 Political goal on number of
installed charging stations

 Installed cs ("No. of installed CS/Goal on installed
CS")

 Political goal on number of installed charging
stations fulfilled 100% and not renewed, because
of missing political interest
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III.2.4. Area 4: Consumers and Society
This section aims to identify in how far current and future consumers are open for EV
technology, as well as the political and economic actions taken in favour of EV development.
Regarding the consumer, the attractiveness of EVs and awareness of environmental change
necessity is of importance. Further we need to assess what costs and benefits the consumer
is likely to accept regarding to mobility, as well as the monetary power and trust in future
technology. Taken together, this metric summarizes the willing- and preparedness of the
individual and the (political) society towards EV technology.

III.2.4.a. Level Summaries


Level 0: Electric mobility at this level of consumer and society’s e-mobility readiness
is nearly non-existent. It is viewed as something curious, and EV drivers are regarded
as weird. Both government and public do not view electric mobility as a solution to
environmental problems. Also climate change and the environment are not seen as
major issues. Information about EVs is only for insiders of the very small EV
community.



Level 1: In this market level, there is a slight rethinking towards electro mobility. The
government as well as users are beginning to have an interest in electric vehicles but
do not consequently follow these ideas. Electric mobility is still a topic for forerunners,
but they are regarded with emerging interest. Electric mobility is viewed as an option
for low-carbon traffic and government starts to support it via mostly non-financial
incentives like the option to use bus lanes. The attitude towards CEV remains
positive, issues like CO2 or particles are regarded as mere flaws.



Level 2: The interest in electro mobility is growing quickly. Incentives, subsidies and
acceptance are getting higher also. The government and the people care about the
environment and view electric mobility as one part of the solution. Communities and
government strongly support early adopters in buying and operating EVs via all kinds
of incentives.The reputation of EV drivers is on the rise.



Level 3: Electro mobility is well accepted and still increasing in numbers. The support
of government is slowly declining as electric mobility enters a more mature phase.
Environmental issues are seen as top priority and old ways like combustion engines
are frequently critizied. Saving the climate by driving an EV and recycling waste is
becoming mainstream behaviour.



Level 4: Electric mobility has completely established itself in market and society: EVs
are the “new normal”, probably alongside with a shared economy approach. Only
laggards still drive a CEV, and they are punished by government and community both
financially and non-financially for destructive environmental behaviour. Incentives for
EVs are not necessary any more.
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III.2.4.b. Details
Consumers & Society Level 0: No/Hardly Any Electric Mobility
Subareas
Demand
Electric
Mobility

Incentives

for

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

 Status of EV diffusion
 Mobility patterns
 Purchasing power

 Ratio EV/all transportation
[ratio of km or numbers of vehicles]
(from statistics)
 EV purchase intention
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC SURVEY)
 Mobility need/EV range
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Diffusion curve
(estimated, calculated)
 Price ratio EV/CEV
[%]
(from statistics)
 Local (community) incentives (free parking etc.)
 Government incentive programmes (usage of
emission-free or traffic-reduced areas, lower taxes,
etc.) (from governmental institutions)









 Financial incentives
 Non-financial incentives

Very few people plan to buy an EV (< 5%)
Ratio EV/all transportation < 2%
Purchase intention Likert ~1
Range requirements Likert ~ 1
(subjective perception)
Diffusion curve: innovators
Price ratio EV/CEV >> 150%

 The government does not see a necessity for
electro mobility.
 Government and communities consider to
create incentives for EV users
 Single cities will provide parking or driving
benefits

 Environmental
Awareness of
awareness
sustainability
 Environmental
&
information
environment

EV
technology

 Information on technical
aspects of e-mobility

 NEP scale statements
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Pro-ecological behaviour
(surveys, statistics): recycling
 Awareness regarding EV as environmental solution
 [Likert 1-5] ELECTRIFIC SURVEY
 Knowledge Gap: Fear of using EVs
 [Likert 1-5] (ELECTRIFIC survey)

 People strongly disagree (on average: Likert:
~1) to NEP statements
 No or hardly any recycling
(Likert: ~1-2)

 People reject technology due to knowledgegap [~5]
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information
level
Approval
electric
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of

 Trust in EV technology
 Acceptance of constraints
 Social desirability of emobility













Acceptance of constraints (charging time)
[Likert 1-5] (ELECTRIFIC survey)
EVs attractiveness
[Likert 1-5] (ELECTRIFIC survey)
Attractiveness of EV technology (acceleration etc.)
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Prestige of EV drivers
 [Likert 1-5] (ELECTRIFIC survey)

Charging Time: Likert ~5
EV attractiveness: Likert ~1
Not many existing
EV technology attractiveness: Likert ~1
EV drivers’ prestige: Likert ~1

Consumers & Society Level 1: Initiating Electric Mobility
Subareas
Demand
Electric
Mobility

Incentives

for

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

 Status of EV diffusion
 Mobility patterns
 Purchasing power

 Ratio EV/all transportation
[w/o unit; km or vehicle numbers], (from statistics)
 Mobility need/EV range
[Likert 1-5]

(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Diffusion curve
(estimated, calculated)






 Financial incentives
 Non-financial incentives

 Local incentives (free parking etc.)
(community level)
 Government incentive programmes (usage of
emission-free or traffic-reduced areas, lower taxes)


 There are some public incentives and
subsidies in communal area or from
government.

 Environmental
Awareness of
awareness
sustainability
 Environmental
&
information
environment

Few people plan to buy an EV (<10%)
Ratio EV/all transportation < 5%
Range requirements Likert (~ 2)
Diffusion curve: early adopters

 Mostly non-financial incentives (usage of bus
lanes, free parking etc.)
 Small tax reduction for EVs
 People disagree (on average ~2) to NEP
statements
 Low/Medium recycling done by public OR:
recycling not instituntionalized

 NEP scale statements with Likert scale [1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Pro-ecological behaviour
(surveys, statistics): recycling
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 Knowledge Gap: Fear of using EVs [Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Knowledge Gap: too high-tech [Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Acceptance of constraints (charging time)

 People reject technology due to knowledgegap [~4]






[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 EVs attractiveness

Charging Time: Likert ~4
EV attractiveness: Likert ~1-2
EV technology attractiveness: Likert ~2
EV drivers’ prestige: Likert ~1-2



[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Attractiveness of EV technology (acceleration etc.)
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Prestige of EV drivers
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
Consumers & Society Level 2: Initiating Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas
Demand
Electric
Mobility

for

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

 Status of EV diffusion
 Mobility patterns
 Purchasing power

 Ratio EV/all transportation
[ratio of km or numbers of vehicles]
(from statistics)
 EV purchase intention
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC SURVEY)
 Mobility need/EV range
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Diffusion curve
(estimated, calculated)
 Price ratio EV/CEV
[%]
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(from statistics)
 Local incentives (free parking etc.)
(community level)
 Government incentive programmes (usage of
emission-free or traffic-reduced areas, lower taxes,
etc.)
 Retail incentives (financing, etc.)
(from retailers/manufacturers)

 Heavy public incentives/subsidies in
communities or from government.
 High tax reduction for EVs
 High extra regulations for EVs
 Beginning prohibiting regulations for CEV
 Supported by retailers incentives

 Environmental
Awareness of
awareness
sustainability
 Environmental
&
information
environment

 NEP scale statements with Likert scale [1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Pro-ecological behaviour
(surveys, statistics): recycling

 People neither agree nor disagree (on
average ~3) to the NEP statements
 Medium/High recycling is done OR: Recycling
instutionalized

 Knowledge Gap: Fear of using EVs [Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Knowledge Gap: too high-tech [Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)

 People reject technology due to knowledgegap [2-3]

Information
level of users

 Information on technical
aspects of e-mobility
 Knowledge of incentives

Approval
electric
mobility

 Trust in EV technology
 Acceptance of constraints (charging time)
 Acceptance of constraints

[Likert 1-5]
 Social desirability
(ELECTRIFIC survey)

of






 EVs attractiveness

[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Attractiveness of EV technology (acceleration etc.)
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
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 Prestige of EV drivers
[Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
Consumers & Society Level 3: Mature Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas
Demand
Electric
Mobility

for

Incentives

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

 Status of EV diffusion
 Mobility patterns
 Purchasing power

 Ratio EV/all transportation
[w/o unit; could be km or numbers of vehicles]
(from statistics)
 Mobility need/EV range
[Likert 1-5]
 (ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Diffusion curve
[w/o unit]
(estimated, calculated)
 Price ratio EV/CEV
[%]
(from statistics)
 Local incentives (free parking etc.)
(community level)
 Government incentive programmes (usage of
emission-free or traffic-reduced areas, lower taxes,
etc.)
 Retail incentives (financing, etc.)
(from retailers/manufacturers)







 Financial incentives
 Non-financial incentives

Most people plan to buy an EV (>50%)
Ratio EV/all transportation < 30%
Range requirements Likert (~ 4)
Diffusion curve: late majority
Price ratio EV/CEV ≈ 100%

 Less incentives
 Some incentives for the purchase price,
usage of bus lanes, free parking etc. to
promote E-mobility are used
 Medium/high tax reduction for EVs
 Medium/high extra regulations for EVs
 General prohibitive regulations for CEV

 Environmental
Awareness of
awareness
sustainability
 Environmental
&
information
environment
Information
level of users

 Information on technical
aspects of e-mobility
 Knowledge of incentives

 NEP scale statements with Likert scale [1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Pro-ecological behaviour
(surveys, statistics): recycling

 People neither agree nor disagree (on
average ~3) to the NEP statements
 Recycling is a social habit

 Knowledge Gap: Fear of using EVs [Likert 1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Knowledge Gap: too high-tech [Likert 1-5]

 People reject technology due to knowledgegap [1]
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 (ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Trust in EV technology
 Acceptance of constraints (charging time) [Likert 1-5]
of
 Acceptance of constraints
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Social desirability
 EVs attractiveness [Likert 1-5] (ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Attractiveness of EV technology (acceleration etc.)
[Likert 1-5] (ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Prestige of EV drivers [Likert 1-5] (ELECTRIFIC
survey)






Charging Time: Likert ~1-2
EV attractiveness: Likert ~4-5
EV technology attractiveness: Likert ~5
EV drivers’ prestige: Likert ~4-5

Consumers & Society Level 4: Optimal Electric Mobility Grid Integration
Subareas
Demand
Electric
Mobility

for

Issues

Metrics/Evaluation Criteria

Description

 Status of EV diffusion
 Mobility patterns
 Purchasing power

 Ratio EV/all transportation
[w/o unit; could be km or numbers of vehicles]
(from statistics)
 Mobility need/EV range [Likert 1-5] (ELECTRIFIC
survey)
 Diffusion curve [w/o unit] (estimated, calculated)
 Price ratio EV/CEV [%] (from statistics)
 Local dis-incentives for CEV (community level)
 Government incentive programmes: CEV
disincentives!








 NEP scale statements with Likert scale [1-5]
(ELECTRIFIC survey)
 Pro-ecological behaviour
(surveys, statistics): recycling

 People agree (on average ~4-5) to the NEP
statements
 Recycling is a social habit

 Financial incentives
 Non-financial incentives

Incentives

 Environmental
Awareness of
awareness
sustainability
 Environmental
&
information
environment

 High tax for CEVs
 High extra regulations for CEVs

 Information on technical
 Not applicable: EV is the “normal” case.
aspects of e-mobility
 Knowledge of incentives
 Trust in EV technology
 Not applicable: EV is the new normal
of
 Acceptance of constraints  Prestige of EV drivers
 Social desirability
[Likert 1-5]

 Not applicable

Information
level of users
Approval
electric
mobility

Most people plan to buy an EV (>60%)
Ratio EV/all transportation >30%
Range requirements Likert (~ 5)
Range requirements Likert (~ 4)
Diffusion curve: laggards
Price ratio EV/CEV <100%

 Prestige of EV drivers
Likert 5
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III.3. Phases 3-6
Phases 3-5 cover “population” of the model, then testing, generalizing, and maintaining it. In
the course of the project, the model will be populated with data collected in the trial countries
of the ELECTRIFIC consortium (Germany, Spain, Czech Republic), the aggregation rules of
the various dimensions will be determined and the results of this population analysed as
project output. Testing will be done in the form of a sensitivity analysis, tuning at the weights
for the various criteria.
Generalizing and maintaining the E-MMM will not be covered within the project scope.
For data collection two general approaches are foreseen: some – factual - data can be
elicited via desktop research, browsing statistics and other data sources. However, for some
issues it is impossible to find meaningful metrics, like e.g. regarding the legal situation in a
country and area. Counting laws leads nowhere. Here, the E-MMM depends on experts that
can give their opinion either directly in surveys or personal interviews or indirectly in case
there is some publication on the corresponding issue.
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IV. ELECTRIFIC BUSINESS MODELS
DEFINITION
IV.1. ELECTRIFIC stakeholders and the role of
ELECTRIFIC Service Provider (ELSP)
In deliverable D2.2 – Initial description of Scenarios, Business Requirements and Use Cases
we already analysed which stakeholders from the eMobility sector are part of the
ELECTRIFIC ecosystem. The Figure below shows the 20 most important stakeholders
identified. They are divided into primary and secondary stakeholders. Primary stakeholders
are marked yellow and are perceived as the stakeholders that will be highly impacted by the
ELECTRIFIC results when put into place. Particular attention was paid to these primary
stakeholders as they are certainly subjects of business use cases, and most of them are also
partners in relevant contracts.

Figure 3: Overview of ELECTRIFIC Stakeholders

As part of these primary stakeholders, the role of the ELECTRIFIC Service Provider (ELSP)
was defined, being a new stakeholder that comes into play due to the existence of the
ELECTRIFIC project. It represents an entity that provides the ELECTRIFIC solution created
in this project as a service.
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The ELECTRIFIC service provider could interact with all other stakeholders of the project,
offering them different value propositions depending on the business model. The figure
below shows an overview of the most likely interactions between the ELSP and other
stakeholders of the project.

Figure 4. Overview of Interactions within the ELECTRIFIC Service Ecosystem

The role of ELSP defines a catalogue of value propositions based on the available resources
from the ELECTRIFIC project (products and services) and realistic business cases, and can
be represented by different partners depending on the nature of the offering. For example,
the ELSP maximizes the profit of the EFO by reducing costs of EVs (including battery) and
helping to increase the potential customer base by making EVs more attractive, the ELSP
could also work together with local businesses including incentives and attracting customers,
the ELSP will provide incentives to the EFU and enhance the EV attractiveness, the ELSP
will also try to maximize the use of renewable energy and to stabilize the grid, etc.
Therefore, the ELSP is the entity that will offer to the market the value propositions described
in this document (that might be fine-tuned during the last months of the project).

IV.2. Work methodology
In this section we describe the methodology used to build the ELECTRIFIC business model
prototypes that can later be used to make the actual exploitation plans.
After the collection of all preliminary input via the market analysis described in D9.2 - Market
Analysis and First Standardization Actions, we organised a consortium workshop that,
applying the value proposition and business model canvas methodology1, identified common
stakeholders, business models elements and patterns shared between the different local
ecosystems. During the workshops several value proposition and business model canvas
prototypes where produced by participants organised in groups, and subsequently validated
during discussion groups.
Subsequently the canvases where analysed in detail and all components analysed in order
to be polished and to elaborate more structured reports. Finally, the different inputs where

1

https://strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas
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consolidated to elaborate the final business canvas prototypes that will be presented later in
this deliverable. Last but not least, the deliverable has been reviewed and finalised.

IV.2.1. ELECTRIFIC business models workshop
This workshop was held in
chst (Germany) on the 27th September 2017 during the 3rd
PMB meeting hosted by UNIMA.
The goal of the workshop was to initiate the creation of business models, based on the input
of a heterogeneous group of 29 members from the ELECTRIFIC consortium that attended
the workshop.
In order to create a common ground for the participants, an overview of the first market
analysis results and scenarios has been given. Then a presentation of the Business Model
Generation methodology and the Value Proposition (VP) and Business Model Canvas (BMC)
was delivered, and a few examples were shown.
The main part of the workshop consisted of a number of brainstorming sessions in which a
number of value proposition and business model ideas were elaborated.
The brainstorming consisted in allowing the participants (divided in groups) to add post-its
with ideas in the different sections of big format canvases (A0) especially designed for this
purpose. There were no restrictions, also at first sight strange and out-of-the-box ideas could
be freely added. Overall 18 Business Model Canvases and 19 Value Proposition Canvases
were produced (see Section VII - Annex Business model workshop brainstorming results).

Figure 5: Example Business Model Canvas

After the brainstorming, a validation session to aid the consolidation of the brainstorming
results was held.
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IV.2.2. Consolidation of results and findings
In this activity all information collected during the workshops was consolidated.
This consolidation encompasses the grouping of ideas, the removal of double entries and
unrealistic ideas, filling gaps, etc.
The final result (after multiple iterations) was an Excel sheet that contains a structured
overview of the Business Model Canvases and Value Proposition Canvases created during
the brainstorming in the workshop.
A summary of the results of this activity can be found in Sections IV.3. and IV.4.
Based on this result the market analysis will be refined in D9.6.

IV.2.2.a. Value proposition canvas overview
The Value Proposition Canvas overview lists the Value Proposition Canvas building blocks
for the identified potential Customer Segments.
It contains the following elements, as described in the Business Model Generation
methodology: Customer segment, Customer segment detail, Customer job, Gain, Pain, Gain
creator, Pain reliever, Product/service.

Figure 6: Example of consolidation of VPs results

IV.2.2.b. Business model canvas overview
The Business Model Canvas overview lists the business model canvas building blocks in
relation to the identified potential Customer Segments.
The Business Model Canvas building blocks are listed in a 2-level hierarchy (main & detail).
The Business Model Canvas contains the following building blocks: Customer Segments,
Value Propositions, Customer Relationships, Channels, Key Activities, Key Resources, Key
Partners, Cost Structure and Revenue Streams.
The model is flexible as it allows the selection of one or more customer segments to filter out
all related value propositions, channels, customer relationship options, revenue streams and
costs.
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Figure 7: Example of consolidation of BMs results

IV.2.3. Business models evaluation and refactoring
The final step in the consolidation of the business model canvases is to evaluate if they are
viable.
We made a qualitative analysis of a number of potentially viable business models. This took
several iterations in which various combinations of customer segments, revenue streams,
customer relationship or channels were evaluated.
This information will be useful input for the parties that want to do the exploitation of
ELECTRIFIC. They will have to make a quantitative analysis which depends on the contracts
and agreements they can make with customers and stakeholders.
Finally, we created a number of Business Model Canvas prototypes considering the
evaluation and market findings. The results of this analysis are presented in Section IV.5.

IV.3. Value proposition analysis
In order to effectively sell products or services, it is very important to fully understand what
their value can be to existing or new customers. This section describes potential customer
segments for ELECTRIFIC, their needs, and the value ELECTRIFIC can potentially bring to
fulfil these needs. These value propositions have been brought up during the workshop, the
market analysis and in the scenarios.
Additional value propositions have been identified on top of those from the initial or current
ELECTRIFIC scope. In order to have a strong and unique selling proposition, their
implementation can be considered in the exploitation of ELECTRIFIC.
This section gives an overview of the other aspects, next to the customers and the value
propositions, to be considered when establishing a complete business model.

IV.3.1. Customer segments
The following table summarises the main intended customer segments for ELECTRIFIC,
comprising direct possible end-users of ELECTRIFIC results.
Stakeholders identified in the scope of the project are not understood as customers (such as
National Regulatory Authority (NRA) and therefore are not part of this table although they
can profit from ELECTRIFIC in an indirect way. To find an exhaustive description of
ELECTRIFIC stakeholders please refer to deliverable D2.2, Section II.1.
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Table 2: ELECTRIFIC customer segments
Customer
Segment

EV owners

Customer types

Description

 Firms

EV private owners are private people that
own an EV without adopting the sharing
mobility model. EV owners are responsible
for charging their car.

 Private owners

Corporate EV fleets are also understood as
“EV Owners” as optimization interests are
common to private owners.

EV Fleet
Users

 Electric bus drivers
 Taxi drivers
 Common drivers

 Taxi companies
EV Fleet
Operators
/Managers

 car sharing companies
 Logistic corporate department
 Leasing Companies

In line with the definition of EV fleet users, EV
fleet operators can also be divided into
external and internal EV fleet operators.
External EFOs provide EVs that can be used
by people other than employees of that
company.
The charging service provider can be
considered as the central actor in the
charging architecture. The CSP is
responsible for the operation, management,
and maintenance of charging stations.

Charging
Service
Provider
 City association, group
Public
Authorities

EV fleet users drive vehicles that are part of
an EV fleet. 2 types can be differentiated:
Internal fleet users e.g. corporate employer
fleet or public transport fleet; External fleet
users driving commercial EV sharing fleet.

 City representative / Policy
maker (local authority)

The public authorities responsible for
organising traffic plans, public infrastructure,
public transport, events, etc.

 Public bodies
 Public transport authority
 Hotels

Businesses

 Shopping malls
 Super markets

Any type of local business with charging
stations in their premises or within a short
walking perimeter

 Tourist attractions
EV
Manufacturer

Top 10 EV manufacturers are:
Renault-Nissan, Volkswagen, The
Geely Group, BMW, BYD, Ford,
Tesla, Toyota, GM, and Mitsubishi

EV manufacturers can be
producer/seller/leaser of EVs

IV.3.2. Customer needs
Knowing and understanding the needs of the customer is at the heart of any successful
business, whether the services offered are directly to individuals or to other businesses.
Having this knowledge of the customer allows us to respond effectively to market needs.
ELECTRIFIC's clients' needs are diverse depending on their activities and the level of service
required. We have identified several of them corresponding to several customer segments:


Mapping of recharge points
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EV UX Optimization
Harmonisation of the energy network
Optimisation of fleet management
Cost reduction (several perspectives like cheaper charging price, longer lasting
batteries, etc.)
Uniformity of access and data.
Interoperable data platform

In the following subsections, we will analyse the value propositions that SUPERHUB can
bring to meet these needs.

IV.3.3. Value propositions
This subsection gives an overview of the value proposition consolidation analysis. All
detailed value elements have been grouped in a relatively small set of value propositions to
get a high-level insight into the value of ELECTRIFIC.
Table 3 lists the main value proposition categories that can potentially be offered by
ELECTRIFIC.
Table 3: ELECTRIFIC value propositions
Value propositions
ELECTRIFIC MAIN
FUNCTIONALITIES

Description


The advanced driver assistance services (ADAS)



The smart charger



The charging scheduler

ADAS

The advanced driver assistance services (ADAS) will provide suggestions
to help the EV driver to utilize his vehicle in a way that is more convenient
for both him/herself and for the charging system (grid operator, REN
provider, charging station provider, etc.).

Smart charger

The smart charger will improve EV-grid integration in two main ways.
1. Based on the continuous analysis of grid data, smart chargers will
build models capable of predicting the fluctuation of the power grid
and the power generation of the renewables. These models will
make it possible to disseminate to the other components in the EV
ecosystem the information about the expected charging capacity
available at a charging station and the expected power mix.
2. By dynamically adjusting the charging rate of the plugged-in EV
battery, the smart chargers will optimize the utilization of renewable
energy sources and help maintaining a healthy voltage band while
respecting optimal charging profile recommended by ADAS.

Smart scheduler

The charging scheduler is a fleet management tool that allow to monitor
fleet usage. It uses the information of vehicles to derive insights that would
help operating the fleet more effectively. The insight will include typical
utilization patterns for the vehicles, including battery usage and health.
They should further be used for optimally scheduling the charging of
unused vehicles and for optimally allocating the vehicles to drivers. They
will be used to better allocate available charging capacity among vehicles.

ELECTRIFIC MAIN
SERVICES

The main services are the value propositions that are not directly proposed
by ELECTRIFIC but derives from it functionalities.

Consultancy

Consultancy given from the ELECTRIFIC data/experience to customers.

Processed data

Anonymous data that can be extracted from ELECTRIFIC database.

New advertisement

The customer gets a channel to communicate messages and adverts to
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channel

other ELECTRIFIC customers.

ELECTRIFIC
BENEFITS

The benefits are numerous, they can be both direct and tangible or indirect
and intangible. Here are few of them:


Increase the share of renewables



Costs reduction



Increase profit



Increase battery life



Equilibrate the grid

Increase the share
of renewables

The smart charger will increase the share of renewables consumed by
providing real time information from the grid and automatically allocating
those renewables in priority to demanders.

Costs reduction

The customers get a cost reduction due to the usage of ELECTRIFIC. It
happens at different points such as charging at the lowest rate or optimizing
the routing for drivers.

Increase profit

ELECTRIFIC with the smart charger module and the fleet management tool
will increase the profit of:
1. Charging service provider by optimizing the energy deliver and
lowering the renewable loss by distributing it first to customers
2. EV fleet owners/managers by optimizing the charging time allocation
and also benefit from the best charging prices.

Increase battery life

ELECTRIFIC algorithms and advices allow to better align the behaviour of
EV users with the requirements of the grid by incentivizing behaviours that
maximize battery lifetime, range, and the intake of renewables.

Equilibrate the grid

ELECTRIFIC with it incentive technology (ADAS, smart charger) allows to
increase grid stability and grid and battery friendly charging behaviour.

IV.3.4. Value propositions for each customer segment
The value propositions can be sold to one or more customer segments. The following Table
4 gives a summary of the value proposition versus the customer segments for which they
potentially apply.

GPS producers

Local businesses

Public authorities

Battery leaser

Car manufacturers

RESG

Energy supplier

DSO

CSMS developer

Charging service provider

Charging station owner

Value
Propositions

EV fleet operators

Costumer
segment

EV fleet user / owners

Table 4: ELECTRIFIC value propositions for each customer segment

ELECTRIFIC main functionalities
ADAS

x

x

Smart charger
Smart scheduler

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

ELECTRIFIC main services
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Consultancy

x

x

x

x

x

x

Processed data

x

x

New advertisement
channel

x

x

x

x

x
x

ELECTRIFIC benefits
Increase the share of
renewables

x

x

Costs reduction

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Increase profit
Increase battery life

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

Equilibrate the grid

x

x
x

x

x
x

The table above will be described below within 3 parts. It shows for each value proposition,
the customer segment that could be evolved in.

IV.3.4.a. Main functionalities
The main functionalities of Electrific: the ADAS, the smart charger and the smart scheduler.

IV.3.4.a.1. Advanced driver assistance services (ADAS)
According to our analysis, on the one hand, ADAS will adapt to the driving needs of the end
user (EV owners, EV fleet users, EV fleet operators) thanks to its powerful routing algorithm,
while public authorities, car manufacturers and GPS developers could benefit from ADAS
thanks to the data collected during the use of the application. This routing algorithm makes it
possible to establish all the results in relation to the vehicle's charging requirements as well
as the position of the charging stations on the route. In addition to being a driver assistance
system, ADAS allows detailed monitoring of battery consumption and life cycle. It thus gives
advice adapted to users to charge in order to optimize battery life, to raise awareness of the
use of green energy.

IV.3.4.a.2. Smart Charger
The smart charger is more addressed to operators such as charging service providers and/or
owners and distribution service operators. The smart charging stations will improve EV-grid
integration in two main ways. A continuous analysis of the network coupled with a dynamic
adjustment of the charging power of the batteries, allow the intelligent charger to optimize the
use of renewable energies and respect the recommended charging profile of the battery.
The smart charger is therefore useful for charging station owners/managers in the first place
because it allows them to have a clear view on the network, to anticipate 24 hours on energy
availability and also to improve their attractiveness. The smart charger can also benefit the
DSO, ES and RESG. For the DSO and the ES, it will help to ensure a good stability of the
network in a general way and if it is introduced in the households it will also allow a direct
follow-up of the consumption of the hearth while avoiding the peaks of load. For the RESG It
will prioritize the supply of renewable energies to avoid losses due to their volatilities. It will
also enable the CSMSD to better manage their infrastructure.

IV.3.4.a.3. Smart scheduler
The smart scheduler will facilitate the integration of the EV network in two ways. Fleet
Operations Analysis Tools will monitor vehicle usage and use the information to obtain
information that would help operate the fleet more efficiently. The overview will include typical
vehicle usage patterns, including battery usage and health. Vehicle utilization patterns will
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also be used by the load capacity distribution mechanism to better distribute available load
capacity among vehicles. This tool will therefore mainly interest fleet managers who would
see in this tool, an effective aid to the efficient management of their electric cars with the
requirements that this requires. The CSPs could also see an indirect interest there because a
better management of the vehicles will result in a more effective distribution on the points of
recharge and thus less variables to be managed by the CSP.

IV.3.4.b. Main services
IV.3.4.b.1. Consultancy
We can offer consulting services around eMobility and its integration/impact with the grid,
data processing and management services, and new channels for eMobility actors to make
their services known. These services correspond to actors who themselves provide eMobility
services, such as charging station providers, public operators and public services. They can
capitalize on the data to improve their action, their effectiveness and increase their visibility
among the public.
The consultancy that will be delivered via the expertise acquired from ELECTRIFIC could
also be offered to the DSO and the ES to enable them to have control of their customers and
to refine their commercial or technological strategy. The CSMS can also benefit from our
increased technical expertise in battery charging technology.

IV.3.4.b.2. Processed data
These data give several details on mass driving habits, their routing preferences, charging
patterns and matrices origin / destination of users; for example, this data would be interesting
for the public authorities to carry out actions that could affect mobility. The processed data
can also be offered to the CSP, CSMS and DSO for their own data analysis and to obtain
interesting information for their activities. ELECTRIFIC data can also benefit commercial
brands. For them this information can for example inform about the opportunity of a location
in relation to the attendance of their potential customers, inform about the relevance of
launching a new product or simply consolidate or improve their sales or marketing strategy.
Knowing that having reliable and processed data is a real problem at the moment, the data
proposed by ELECTRIFIC will be of real interest.
The processed data may not be sold to customer segments but rather offered as a
partnership in exchange for other services.

IV.3.4.b.3. New advertisement channel
ELECTRIFIC via ADAS constitutes a visibility channel for the CSP, CSO and also the
commercial entities providing EV services. For the first two, it allows them to inform their
customers of current or upcoming promotional offers or simply new ones they want to launch.
For commercial entities, publicity to attract more customers is the key. We can differentiate
between those which publicity will be based on their EV services offer (for example charging
points are available in their parking area) and those that would like to use the ADAS as a
means to inform about current offers or broadcast commercial events they want to organize.

IV.3.4.c. Encountered benefits
Many benefits can result from the features or services offered by ELECTRIFIC. We detail
them in the sub-sections below

IV.3.4.c.1. Increase the share of renewables
Improving the consumption of renewable energy is beneficial on several levels. As this
energy is not polluting, it contributes to the reduction of the ecological footprint of mobility.
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Better distribution (thanks to optimized and scheduled consumption) also benefits DSOs and
ES, as minimizes the risk of provision interruption when relying on renewable energies.
For RESG, the benefits translate into an increase in their market share and also less loss.
Public authorities also benefit from an increase in the share of renewable energies as this
has a positive environmental impact and thus contributes to their policy of reducing carbon
emissions.

IV.3.4.c.2. Cost reduction
Cost reduction occurs at several levels in customer segments. For users of electric vehicles,
ELECTRIFIC optimises their daily recharging, which results in lower overall costs and also
gives them vehicle maintenance advice (extending battery life). For managers or owners of
electric vehicle fleets, ELECTRIFIC helps to reduce costs by offering the hours when the
charging price is lowest and also to optimize fleet scheduling. For CSPs, ELECTRIFIC allows
them to save costs due tools such as smart charger and flexible contracts with DSOs.

IV.3.4.c.3. Increase profit
ELECTRIFIC also contributes to increase the profits of actors such as charging station
operators. Thanks to its technological innovation, ELECTRIFIC can lead to a great use of
charging stations and thus increase their profit. For fleet managers, a judicious choice of
charging hours as well as the allocation of vehicles makes it possible to increase profit.
Network efficiency and stability also allows CSP/CSOs to maximize their profit.

IV.3.4.c.4. Increase battery life
ELECTRIFIC also helps to extend or optimise the life cycle of electric vehicle batteries. The
incentive as well as the good practice tips can strongly influence the users and therefore will
have effects on the battery life. The algorithms incorporate an increased knowledge of the
different battery technologies on the market to be able to designate the most virtuous
approach for the battery.
Fleet managers and electric vehicle owners directly benefit from longer battery life.
Battery rental companies that can also be car manufacturers also benefit from the effects of
a battery that lives longer as they can be resell for a 2nd life usage (storage).

IV.3.4.c.5. Equilibrate the grid
Through the ADAS and Smart Charger, ELECTRIFIC can also help stabilize the power grid
by reducing peak consumption. The DSO and ES benefit from the fact of avoiding
consumption peaks when everyone wants to load at the same time in areas with high density
of population. If the smart charger will be installed not only in public accessible CS but also in
homes, this could mean that the usual household consumption will be harmonized with
vehicle charging to allow a balanced network, and both distributors and private consumers
will find their benefit.
Public authorities also benefit from a well-functioning network to maintain public satisfaction
on the one hand and to avoid infrastructure expenditure or potential subsidies to ensure a
stable network on the other.

IV.4. Business models analysis
In the previous sections we have analysed the potential customers of ELECTRIFIC and the
value propositions that could be made for them.
In this section we analyse the remaining elements that are needed to elaborate a viable
business model for ELECTRIFIC, i.e. the customer relationships to be set-up; the channels
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to distribute the ELECTRIFIC value to the customers; the key activities, resources and
partners needed to make the value available; the cost elements and the revenues streams.
In the following subsections we will propose some examples of complete business models
and analyse their pros and cons.

IV.4.1. Customer relationships
Table 5 below deals with the types of links that ELECTRIFIC may have with its clients. The
table can be analysed along two main axes. The first refers to the objectives aimed in terms
of relationships and the second axis refers to the nature of the relationship, to know whether
it will be done by appointed staff or rather it will be automated using solutions as chatbots.

x

GPS producers

x

x

Local businesses

Rewarding System

x

Public authorities

x

Battery leaser

x

Car manufacturers

x

RESG

x

Energy supplier

Personal History system

DSO

Charging service provider

x

Customer
Relationship

CSMS developer

Charging station owner

Social Network Community

Costumer
segment

EV fleet user/ owners

EV fleet operators

Table 5: ELECTRIFIC customer segments

Objectives
Loyalty

After-sales maintenance

x

x
x

x

x

Workshop

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Acquisition
Conference

x

Sponsorship

x

Website

x

Advertisement

x

Dedicated sales force

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Additional sales
Customized services portfolio
Type of relationship
Personal Relation
Automated Relation



x

Objectives:
o Loyalty for existing customers: Social networks will be an interface with personal
users or owners of electric vehicles. Also having a personal history of usage data
can be a loyalty argument for users, fleet managers, CSPs, DSOs and energy
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suppliers. Always in the same dynamic of loyalty, a reward system can be
interesting for private users, fleet managers or commercial brands. This would be
done via energy suppliers or charging stations based on best practices or simply
their contribution to product visibility. After-sales services can also be positioned as
a loyalty tool, especially if they are effective. Rather, it would be of interest to
customer segments such as fleet managers, charging station managers or their
technical managers. We end with the workshop part which would be aimed at actors
such as DSO, Energy supplier, RESG, car manufacturers/battery rental companies
and public authorities as well. A workshop could help to increase the customer's
understanding of our solution and on the other hand strengthen their confidence in
us.
o Acquisition of new customers: It can be done by 1) participation to key conferences,
event sponsoring and websites/online promotion, special attention should be given
to select the right events depending on the audience; 2) advertisements that can be
direct or via partnerships (that implies commercial/ promotional agreements with
stakeholders in the EV and grid sectors); 3) dedicated sales force for complex
solutions or specific potential customers.
o Additional sales: This is focused on how to provide additional functionalities for
existing customers. ELECTRIFIC will define for certain existing customers a
customized portfolio of additional services and solutions. We will carefully analyse
which additional value propositions can be proposed in addition to those that are
already being used (e.g. using the smart charger some data analysis consultancy
can be offered).


Type of relation: The type of relationship to customers is mainly personal, meaning to
increase efforts related to sales and support. Obviously, this can heavily impact the
revenues and costs schemas and therefore we should find the way of moving more to
automatic as much as possible (maybe to tools such as chatbots and FAQs). To help with
complex problems, we could set up a support available 24/7 (available for premium users
of certain offer for example).

Satisfaction and suggestion surveys would also be useful for periodically measuring
customer satisfaction. For large accounts such as managers of large fleets or managers of
large parks of charging stations, we could delegate accountable only for direct customer
support.
Small video podcasts can be set up for EV use awareness and related tools, like ADAS, as
well as best practices to optimize user experience.

IV.4.2. Channels

GPS producers

Local businesses

Public authorities

Battery leaser

Car manufacturers

RESG

Energy supplier

DSO

CSMS developer

Charging service
provider

Charging station owner

Distribution
channel

EV fleet operators

Customer
segment

EV fleet user/ owners

Table 6: ELECTRIFIC channels

Communication
Physical:
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Sales force

x

x

x

x

x

x

Event (congress)

x

x

x

x

x

x

Press specialist

x

x

x

x

x

x

Street kiosk message panels

x

Ads in ticket kiosk

x
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Virtual:
Partner Website

x

x

Social network links

x

City website

x

Facebook app

x

Google keywords

x

Content marketing

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Distribution
Mobile app stores
Dedicated solutions portal

x

x

x

The table above deals with ELECTRIFIC distribution channels. These distribution channels
can be analysed in 3 parts: The Communication aspect, the distribution itself and finally the
sales channels.


Communication: Communication can be made in two ways:
o Physical: When it is physical it is addressed to fleet managers, CSO/CSP, DSO, ES
but also to car manufacturers/battery rental companies. It therefore takes the form of
dedicated events such as congresses, a specialised press or via sales forces.
o Virtual: Digital or virtual communication is intended for individuals, public authorities
or local businesses. This is justified by the fact that they have no special technical
requirements. Special case: Content marketing is about creating and distributing
valuable, relevant and useful content consistently to attract and gain a clearly
defined audience. This is why it reaches all customer segments.



Distribution: Depending on the type of solution to be used, we can offer 2 distribution
channels:
o The ADAS will be distributed via mobile app stores. Therefore, EV users, EV fleet
operators and local business can directly download it.
o The rest of the modules/tools will be available via a web portal, in which customers
can purchase licenses of specific modules and download them to be installed. For
local business, this portal will offer a service to be included in the ADAS and an API
to upload data (charging station location, advertisement, etc.).
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IV.4.3. Key activities

x

Events & promotion

x

x

x

x

x

x

Web Marketing

x

x

x

x

GPS producers

x

Local businesses

DSO

x

Public authorities

CSMS developer

x

Battery leaser

Charging service prov

x

Car manufacturers

Charging station owner

x

Key
Activities

RESG

EV fleet operators

Sales / After sales

Costumer
segment

Energy supplier

EV fleet user / owners

Table 7: ELECTRIFIC key activities

Sales & Marketing
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

Platform software development /management
Trend analysis

x

x

x

x

Maintenance

x

x

x

x

x

x

Collecting /managing
data

x

x

x

x

x

x

Customer
customization

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

Others
Lobbying
Training

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

The table above presents ELECTRIFIC's key activities in relation to its clients. It can be
divided into three axes: Sales & Marketing, Platform software development /management
and a third which includes the rest of the activities that have been identified, as an integral
part of the actions taken towards clients.


Sales & Marketing: The first part of the key activities covers the entire sales and
marketing phase. The sales and after-sales forces are considered as common activity as
both create revenues and require qualified teams to ensure a good customer experience.
It will mainly concern all direct customer segments (EVO/EVU, EFO, CSP, DSO). Under
specific analysis is the case of assigning sales & marketing forces to secondary
beneficiaries such as energy supplier, RESG, battery leaser and commercial brands as
they do not benefit from ELECTRIFIC's primary features. In addition, event attendance
and promotion activity also require marketing/sales teams and will address all customer
segments. Web marketing is aimed at EV users, EV fleet users/owners/operators as well
as CSP/CSO and commercial brands.



Platform software development/management: The second part of the key activities is
related to all maintenance/management and improvements of ELECTRIFIC's various IT
platforms and solutions. Collecting and managing data is an activity that is potentially
related to all customer segments (we can obtain valuable data from any entity registered
in ELECTRIFIC system and regularly using all or part of the solutions). In fact, trend
analysis could be also an important activity as it will allow us offering certain consultancy
and technical services (charging station database, territory eMobility distribution and
behaviour, the number of incidents, etc). This part mainly links to fleet managers,
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CSO/CSPs, energy suppliers and RESG. Another activity element is the maintenance of
deployed platforms or applications (ADAS, Smart charger, smart scheduler, API, portals).
All direct customer (EV fleet user/owners/managers, DSOs etc.) are impacted.


Complementary activities: This section discusses about other key activities that may not
be as recurrent as the first. Here we talk about lobbying. With a good representation
among the electro-mobility stakeholders team in Europe (even out of Europe),
ELECTRIFIC can intervene at the level of the DSO, Energy supplier, RESG or public
authorities and influence actions beneficial to the whole eMobility ecosystem. In addition,
training sessions on the use of tools such as smart scheduler or smart charger can be an
interesting activity for fleet managers, CSPs / CSOs or DSOs.

IV.4.4. Key resources

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Static Data

x

x

Personnel (developers,
sales etc.)

x

x

Battery leaser

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Real time data

GPS producers

x

Local businesses

x

Smart scheduler

Car manufacturers

RESG

Energy supplier

DSO

CSMS developer

x

Smart charger
Flexible contracts

Charging service provider

x

Public authorities

ADAS

Charging station owner

Key
resources

EV fleet operators

Costumer
segment

EV fleet user / owners

Table 8: ELECTFIFIC key resources

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

The table above describes the key resources that will be required to deal with all client
segments.
The ELECTRIFIC solution combines intelligent charging solutions that enable grid-friendly
behaviour, the use of renewable energies, the guidance of electric vehicle drivers and fleet
management.
ELECTRIFIC is composed of an ADAS (Advanced driver assistance system), offering multicriteria travel alternatives tailored to meet drivers' needs and electric vehicle charging. It is
therefore a fundamental resource for users of electric vehicles (EVU, EVFU). Being a
platform that would be used by many people, it serves as a showcase for commercial signs
and perhaps for GPS producers. To be able to work with car manufacturers, we will also
need ADAS if platforms are to be integrated.
Intelligent charging stations will improve EV grid integration based on continuous analysis of
grid data by dynamically adjusting the EV rechargeable battery charge rate. The smart
charger is therefore another key resource for satisfying customer segments such as
CSO/CSP, DSO and RESG. Flexible contracts between DSO and individual users will be a
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resource arising from the sale of the smart charger but not negligible for a better
attractiveness.
The Smart Scheduler will be an indispensable resource to serve fleet managers and very
important to work with automotive manufacturers.
Real-time data will be essential for all customer segments in need of continuous updating of
the service they are given. This therefore concerns all customers except CSOs, public
authorities and battery rental companies.
Static data or historical data will be important to satisfy fleet managers, DSOs, public
authorities and all those who will need stable data such as battery information or Analytics
such as drivers' consumption habits.
Human resources are an essential resource for dealing with all client segments.

IV.4.5. Key partners

EV user / owners

EV fleet operators/owners

Charging station owner

Charging service provider

CSMS developer

DSO

Energy supplier

RESG

Car manufacturers

Battery leaser

Public authorities

Local businesses

Table 9: ELECTRIFIC key partners

SW development
companies

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

IT infrastructure provider

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Communication agencies

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Data providers

x

x

x

x

EV fleet operators

x

DSO

x

x

Journey planning
companies

x

x

Map providers

x

x

x

x

Weather companies

x

x

x

x

x

x

E-payment provider

x

x

x

x

x

x

SMS provider

x

x

Charging service provider

x

x

Costumer
segment

Key
Partners

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

Others

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

The table above details the key partners that are essential for ELECTRIFIC in order to
deliver a value proposition to its customers.
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First of all, we have IT partners that will complement the existing know-how in the
Consortium, such as those who will contribute in terms of platforms integration or
development skills. These partners are indispensable to all customer segments.
We can also partnership with communication agencies that will ensure a good dissemination
of ELECTRIFIC.
In the field of electromobility, several data can be very interesting or even essential. The
location of charging stations is essential for calculating dynamic routes and their exposure to
drivers, thus responding to ADAS end-user problems. Similarly, access to information about
available energy supplies, grid fluctuations and green energy are key strategic elements for
the smart charger. For a good dimensioning of the market, other finer data can have a great
interest in a concern of improvement of the service. These data sets can broadly range from
user travel patterns to vehicle brand choices and charging ranges.
Some key partners will only be needed when specific functionalities are implemented e.g.
SMS service provider, electronic payment provider, charging station reservation system
provider. It is important to note that the list of data providers could become large due to the
complexity and size of the data sets (services) requested.

IV.4.6. Revenue stream

Energy supplier

RESG

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

EV owners

DSO

x

Local businesses

CSMS developer

Consultancy Revenue

Public authorities

Charging service provider

EV fleet user

EV owners

Revenue
stream

Battery leaser

Charging station owner

x

Customer
segment

Car manufacturers

EV fleet operators

Table 10: ELECTRIFIC revenue streams

Fees (one time/recurrent)
Advertisement fees
Pay per use

x

Paid mobile app

x

Service based fees
(premium, Saas)

x

Data based fee
Revenue Sharing

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

Sponsoring
Public funding

x

Most of revenues will come from main customer segments: EVO/EFU, Charging station
operators/owners, public authorities and grid operator. Public fees and subsidies could be of
help in the first instances of the deployment.
Advertisement will also increase revenues but only in long term, when ELECTRIFIC is well
known. We can also consider adding some revenues by some ELECTRIFIC services
becoming premium and therefore users may pay a fee (monthly or yearly).
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Consultancy revenues are interesting to explore thanks to data exploitation and analysis that
could be performed by some project partners.
In general, to monetize the project solutions, we need to understand stakeholder’s needs as
no single solution is provided by the project

IV.4.7. Cost structure

x

x

x

x

x

x

New development cost

x

x

x

x

x

x

Maintenance

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

RESG

x

Energy supplier

Local businesses

x

IT Infrastructure

Public authorities

x

Battery leaser

CSMS developer

x

Data Acquisition

Car manufacturers

Charging service provider

x

Cost
Structure

DSO

Charging station owner

x

Costumer
segment

EV fleet user / owners

EV fleet operators

Table 11: ELECTRIFIC cost structure

IT development cost

Integration costs
HR COSTS
Sales force
IT team

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Management

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Marketing team

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Marketing expenses

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

The structures are diverse and can be distributed according to the nature of the cost and the
customer segments concerned.


Data Acquisition: Data acquisition is a complex task due to the large number of
stakeholders (see list of partners), which we estimate to be costly. To avoid buying it, it is
necessary to establish partnerships in order to have data, by offering them rewards such
as advertising via our API or by other services. An open data set can also be a good way
to obtain data, so public authorities could be of great help in this case. However, it should
be noted that it is not necessary for all clients. Those with specific requirements will need
it, for example with fleet managers or charging station managers where detailed technical
information on vehicles, batteries etc. is required.



IT Infrastructure & development cost: ELECTRIFIC's infrastructure and development
costs are shared among all customer segments. Specific integration expenses will be
generated from e.g. the fleet managers or car manufacturers when it is necessary to
integrate our solution into theirs or on their equipment. Maintenance also concerns all
customer segments related to all value propositions (hosting, licensing etc.).
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HR COSTS: Human resources are also an important source of cost although we will need
to carefully analyse how to reduce them. For example, not all customer segments would
need account managers while it will only be necessary for large accounts that use the
smart scheduler or car manufacturers to manage relationships about integration or
distribution.



Marketing expenses: Marketing expenses are shared among all customer segments
although the nature and means employed may differ.

IV.5. ELECTRIFIC business models
In the previous sections we analysed the different aspects of potential business models for
ELECTRIFIC.
In this section we describe six business models, each based on one of the six identified
“main” customer segments.
The proposal of the models described further in this section has gone through different steps.
The candidate customer segments were the basis for a number of business model scenarios
that were used for the brainstorming sessions during the workshop in Höchst.
Some constraints, based on real market conditions, were added to each of the scenarios.
These constraints also appealed to the creativity of the participants. Examples of constraints:
existing contracts and pricing schemas, lack of open data or reliable data, data owners are
not core partners, and the platform should be open source.
To further improve the results of the brainstorming, a number of ingredients for getting better
business models were proposed:








Make switching costs high, i.e. add lock-in features to ELECTRIFIC, in order to ensure that
customers lose a lot when they abandon ELECTRIFIC.
Think of adding recurring revenues. ELECTRIFIC also needs to earn money in the future.
Earn before you spend, i.e. let customers pay before you do expenses.
Make a game changing cost structure, i.e. make a cost structure that is substantially different
and better than those of competitors.
Get others to do the work for you, i.e. let customers add value to ELECTRIFIC themselves.
Think about scalability (be able to quickly grow as a business)
Protect yourself from the competition.
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IV.5.1. Business Model 1: EV fleet owners/managers

Figure 8: BM EV fleet owner/manager

The operational fleet management is confronted with several difficulties, notably the task of
optimally planning the recharging of EVs. In the carpooling context, not all cars are generally
used in a homogeneous way. For example, a car may not be used at all where a certain car
is frequently requested, so that in the time interval between two bookings fast charging is
necessary. As a result, the overall health of each car battery will develop differently. The
smart scheduler therefore makes possible to manage these problems by balancing vehicle
use and optimising charging plans, as specified in the description of the value proposals.
In addition, the ADAS could be a tool provided by the fleet manager to the drivers in order to
support them when combining daily activities with charging processes. It can also serve as
an incentive tool to suggest drivers when to charge in an optimized way (according to the
EFO interests). The ADAS could be offered either as a solution paid by the EFO or as an
option to be selected by the drivers.
The income will be of four types:


Directly revenue from the fleet manager through the use of the smart scheduler. Such
use may take the form of a monthly/annual licence or pay-per-use.



Directly revenue from the fleet manager for ADAS usage (e.g. API calls if in car app,
license if external tool).



For EFOs of public co-sharing fleets, EFO could also subscribe to promote its
services.



Indirect revenues are derived from the exploitation of platform usage data. The fleet
manager could pay for consultancy or expertise from ELECTRIFIC (data analysis).
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The various expenses remain inherent to the development of the solution, platform
maintenance, data acquisition (if necessary), marketing and communication. These are
overhead costs related to the entire project, regardless of the customer segment.
Communication channels remain essentially standard and common to all customer
segments. A contract with car manufacturers could be envisaged so that distribution at
source is possible for buyers of electric vehicle fleets.

IV.5.2. Business Model 2: Charging Station Provider

Figure 9: BM CSP

In this BM, value propositions are offered to charging station providers as customer segment.
A smart charger offers many advantages thanks to its knowledge about the electricity grid
status. CSPs will obtain the ability to manage energy consumption more efficiently,
facilitating the optimal management of charging points as information about the power
availability and quality both real time and 24 hours in advance will be available.
Besides the possibility of sending automatic alerts on the state of charge of vehicles,
ELECTRIFIC smart charger also allows a real-time vision on the energy available on the
network and its composition in renewable energies and fossil energies.
As key resource for this model, flexible contracts between DSO and CSP are a must in order
for the EFO to profit of rewards from the DSO for being an “smart” energy consumer.
In addition, ADAS could be used for 1) publicity of the CS to the public; 2) ADAS could
interoperate with the CSMS in order to integrate services such as CS booking, and therefore
better contribute to network stability.
Revenues will therefore come mainly from contracts with CSPs for smart charger licenses
and from specific ADAS services developed for CSPs, that will be invoiced separately.
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Consulting is also a way to make the smart charger profitable due to the important amount of
data from the power grid and from different users. With enough users a cloud environment
would be easily created and thus to obtain an optimized and accessible data exploitation and
storage 24/7.
The availability of APIs can be considered for integration with other solutions. To help
customers adopting this APIs, training sessions can be set up and tutorials on the use of the
tool will be available.

IV.5.3. Business Model 3: EV Users

Figure 10: BM EV user

In this BM, the user or owner of an electric vehicle is at the centre of the proposal where
three value propositions are proposed:




Facilitating the daily use of the electric vehicle
Improve battery health
Optimize the costs related to the use of the electric vehicle and its recharge.

To implement these value propositions, ADAS is the main resource. Via ADAS, the user will
be able to have an interface to find all the charging points in an area. There is also the
possibility of having a personalized profile containing vehicle information, user's daily
schedule or driving and charging preferences.
In the case of transposing ELECTRIFIC to private usage, the smart charger can also be of
interest when charging can be carried out at home. Instead of recharging on a public
accessible socket, future market trends refer to the installation of private CS at home, and
therefore the smart charger will be used to optimize his recharging at home, to have a followup of energy consumption (balancing with local production if available) and to have flexible
contracts with the DSO for a better pricing schema.
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Different incomes may be considered. On the one hand, we can differentiate a free ADAS
application with ads (like local businesses next to a charging station) and users who do not
want to see them and are therefore willing to pay for their removal. In addition, premium
profiles can be created to enjoy a customized profile with full access to all application
features. Advertising will be therefore another possible source of revenues.
Another financial model could be based on a monthly fee for the use of certain application
services (for example 2 € / month for 12 searches / month with the possibility of reservation
included or pricing) while the basic version (only routing to CS) can remain free.
The smart charger will be the subject of special contracts with the user. This financial model
needs to be further analysed as payment can be executed directly by the user or via the
DSO or energy provider within the framework of the flexible contracts.

IV.5.4. Business Model 4: Public Authorities

Figure 11: BM public authority

Public authorities may be interested in the ADAS, the smart charger and the smart scheduler
in a direct or indirect way. The offering of APIs by ELECTRIFIC can provide public authorities
with data helping to understand the behaviour of EV drivers and therefore to carry out new
mobility projects (e.g. effectively selecting the best location for new charging stations,
demand of public EV sharing fleets). ADAS can serve as mobility tool, informing drivers of
available charging stations, possible congestion in charging areas, real-time information CS
availability, etc. Public authorities could have an impact promoting the adoption of the Smart
Charger, as a good solution to help stabilizing the grid and promote renewable energy
consumption in the city. Public authorities may also be interested in the smart scheduler if we
consider public transport operators moving their fleets towards usage of EVs.
The main key resource is data, both real time and static to make the ADAS system, smart
charger and smart scheduler effective.
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Cost are generated by IT (maintenance, security, development) and sales (teams and
marketing campaigns), understanding that most data will be provided by the public authority.
The revenue sources are based on data provided by ADAS concerning the EV driver's
behaviour (mobility, load, etc.). It can also be consultancy and training for public authorities
or sponsorship for the promotion of electrical solutions.

IV.5.5. Business Model 5: Local Businesses

Figure 12: BM local business

In this model, we consider local business as a good sector to monetize the application.
Similar to the business model of Waze [Hem14], including advertisements on the application
for increasing visibility of local businesses (point of interest on the map) can be implemented
in the ELECTRIFIC ADAS. Businesses or retail companies would be indexed in the ADAS as
“point of interest” and then, benefit from attracting more customers. Ads can be based on
showing in the ADAS a CS installed in the business parking slot (during the charging time,
drivers would be invited to do their groceries or shopping around) or direct publicity.
Data (real time and static) analysis can be used to qualify and determine the business
publicity strategy, helping businesses to better target their customers. For example, they will
be able to know how many people use the charging station located in their premises, which
type of car they use or even – depending on the requested info - the driver’s profile (gender,
age, etc.).
The cost structure is about the development of this adv. infrastructure, the maintenance (IT
costs), Human Resources and marketing campaign.
Two types of revenues have been identified:


Advertisement on the ADAS: as explained before, businesses will pay to be shown in
the map as “point of interest” when the proposed route passes or the driver is
charging next to their premises.
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Business could also provide their own charging station. For example, shopping
centres or major retailers (kind of e.g. IKEA or Carrefour) could have several charging
stations in their parking lots. If the customer charges in these stations, ELECTRIFIC
will get a small fee on the charging.

The customer relationship is basically online (via the Dedicated solutions portal, including
satisfaction survey), FAQs and social media.

IV.5.6. Business Model 6: EV Car manufacturers

Figure 13: BM car manufacturer

This BM concerns vehicle manufacturers, as they can constitute a significant customer
segment. Our value propositions would then go through the smart scheduler and ADAS. By
offering the smart scheduler and ADAS, manufacturers are offered with two additional
services to be integrated to their systems: 1) ADAS to be provided as an app or integrated
with the in-car navigation system; 2) Scheduler to be provided as service to fleet managers.
The objective is to make user experience more pleasant when using his electric vehicle
thanks to services offered by ELECTRIFIC via their car manufacturer.
Automobile manufacturers are now embarking on mobility services. With the new energy
transition law obliging the State and its public establishments to buy or use electric vehicles
or plug-in hybrid petrol vehicles when renewing the fleet, in the minimum proportion of 50%,
For local authorities and their groupings 20%. For car rental companies, taxi operators and
chauffeur-driven transport car operators, the same obligation is 10%.
This paradigm shift makes manufacturers a direct customer segment for the smart scheduler.
There, the manufacturer is considered as an electric vehicle fleet manager and owner.
The revenue will therefore come from the sale of licenses or packages of the smart
scheduler and ADAS. For ADAS we can consider either as a pay-per-use or license
payment. A partnership around data provision and analysis could also generate profit
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because, depending on the use of the data, additional services can be offered to end
customers.
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V. MAPPING BETWEEN BUSINESS MODELS AND
MARKET MATURITY ANALYSIS
Until now the ELECTRIFIC Market Maturity Analysis E-MMM and the ELECTRIFIC Business
Models are separate approaches that are generally linked via the focus on the components
of the ELECTRIFIC approach, i.e. the ADAS, the charging scheduler, and the smart charge).
The E-MMM analyses the market for these three components: the marketing opportunities
obviously depend on the general development of the EV market, the state of CS diffusion
and technology, but also on the characteristics of the power grid and the feasibility of
integration management for flexible loads. And last but not least, the general attitude in the
society is important for the diffusion of innovative ideas in the area of EV management.
The value proposition of the business models, aka the products offered, are basically
combinations of the ELECTRIFIC components in different packages, marketing channels or
other characteristics. Therefore, in order to match the business models to the E-MMM it
suffices to check the general requirements for market conditions of the different components.
This will be done in the following sections.
Mapping the ADAS Component with the E-MMM:

Figure 14: E-MMM and the ADAS Component

The ADAS component can comprise a lot of different functionalities. Not taking into account
other components like the smart charger, ADAS can be just a routing tool that helps EV
drivers find the least costly or fastest route including charging options. In order to do this, the
areas of the E-MMM need not be very much developed – obviously there need to be some
EVs operated by potential customers and a minimum density of CS that are integrated into
some maps that can serve as information sources for the ADAS. The more communication
the CS offers – e.g. via the OCPP protocol – the better ADAS can be used, e.g. to calculate
the least costly route. One important goal of ELECTRIFIC is also to calculate and present via
ADAS the greenest route which is defined as the route with the lowest consumption of nonrenewables. In this case, the requirements to society and grid are much higher as the more
transparent ADAS icons in Figure 14 show.
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Mapping the Smart Charger component with E-MMM:

Figure 15: E-MMM and the Smart Charger Component

Figure 15 shows that the requirements for market conditions from the part of the smart
charger are rather high: Offering a smart charger component will only be necessary in lowvoltage grids where the penetration rate of EVs is considerably high as is the maturity of the
charging infrastructure. Especially the grid situation must allow for integrating flexible loads,
and obviously, the higher the volatility in the local grid from renewables, the more the
compensating measures by controlling EV charging is called for. However, as the split row in
level 4 intends to indicate: as local low voltage grids are very heterogeneous in Europe,
these are not conditions that apply on state level but rather on low voltage grid level. For this
component, however, the consumers and society need to be mature only with regards to the
acceptance of the EV technology – as the smart charger approach is mediated to the user
via tariffs and cost differences, it is not necessary for the final customers to be aware of
environmental issues.
Mapping the Charging Scheduler with the E-MMM:
The preconditions to offer a charging scheduler on a market for EV fleet management tools
are comparably low. Figure 16 highlights that contrary to the other components the charging
scheduler only needs the presence of EV fleets in order to offer one core functionality which
is the fleet management of charging processes with respect to various different objectives
like battery friendliness. Battery friendliness is implemented in a rule-based manner and thus
does not need any interaction beyond the EV fleet and battery history data. However, also in
this case the component can live up to its potential only if the communication of data
between the CS and the EVs flows freely: In case the CS can communicate for instance
variable prices to the charging scheduler it can manage the charging processes in the fleet
also with respect to cost efficiency. Therefore, the transparent version of the charging
scheduler icon depends on a high level (3-4) of maturity of the CS infrastructure.
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Figure 16: E-MMM and the Charging Scheduler Component

Mapping the fully fledged ELECTRIFIC approach with the E-MMM:
The ultimate vision of ELECTRIFIC, however, comprises much more than offering single
components to different target groups in various markets. It is the overall objective of the
project to offer a combination of all aforementioned components in order to steer the driver
towards a grid-friendly, battery-friendly and eco-friendly behaviour. To this end, all market
areas need to be developed to a high very high degree: the pressure from the number of EVs
that need to be charged via CS from the local power grids needs to be sufficiently high to let
a number of DSOs plan on using the smart charging approach in order to avoid investment
into the expensive upgrade and investment into the grid infrastructure. For this obviously a
high level of communication among grid, CS and EV is needed – with an OPCC (or a
comparable communication protocol) equipped CS infrastructure in the centre. But also
making users change their behaviour towards integration of a high level of renewable energy
through adaptive routing and charging has ambitious requirements: either the level of cost
induced by environmentally unfriendly behaviour must be very high based on a strict set of
tax laws and other governmental guidelines. Or the environmental awareness of drivers,
maybe due to increased global warming or local weather extrema, must be at a very high
level.
This means that if a state or region aims at tapping the full potential of the ELECTRFIC
approach it needs to enact a strong legislative and rule-based framework.
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Figure 17: E-MMM and the full ELECTRIFIC Concept
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VI. SIMULATION-BASED IMPACT ANALYSIS OF
A LOW VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION GRID
A general impact analysis of the ELECTRIFIC approach turned out to be infeasible as the
target level of ELECTRIFIC on the power grid side is the low voltage grid. This is where most
CS are connected to and this is where the introduction of the three ELECTRIFIC components
ADAS, Smart Charger, and Charging Scheduler will have a measurable impact. Low voltage
grids, however, are highly heterogeneous structures due to both very different legacy
structures and geographically specific issues not only within one country but also within the
area of one DSO (e.g. rural areas with long feeder lines vs. city areas with shorter feeder
lines). In addition to that, the heterogeneity is increased among the states of the EU via
slightly different grid development policies in the various member states, e.g. three phase vs
two phase household connections.
It was therefore decided to execute a simulation-based impact analysis in a small distribution
grid in the trial area of the ELECTRIFIC where monitoring devices were installed in a
granularity that allows creation of a realistic simulation model.

VI.1. General Approach
The ELECTRIFIC impact analysis from a market point of view, which is the topic of this
deliverable, is embedded in a technical impact analysis through simulation carried out in the
context of WP4 and laid down in Deliverable D4.2. The technical impact analysis is aimed at
understanding the consequences on the grid like voltage drop, transformer utilization etc. of
the charging activity of one or more electrical cars at the same time in this specific part of a
low voltage grid. The market-oriented impact analysis takes a slightly different approach also
regarding the technical setting: rather than adding specific EVs to the grid structure, it
analyses the driving patterns of the people populating the geographic area of the underlying
grid structure and estimates different scenarios for charging behaviours in dependency of
various levels of injected EV diffusion grades. It explores the consequences of this behaviour
change on power grid characteristics such as transformer utilization or congestion issues and
estimates the economic cost of these. This is done by applying the same countermeasures
that are usually applied in this specific local grid if it faces this kind of problems and values it
with the specific local cost that would be associated with these remedies by the accountable
DSO.
As a next step – after simulating the consequences for the grid if more and more people
exchange their ICEV by a BEV – the reactions through the application of the relevant
ELECTRIFIC components is assessed and the driving and thus charging patterns adjusted
accordingly.
The distribution power grid that is used for this simulation spans a region of approximately
0.125 km2 in the small town of Vilshofen in South Bavaria between the rails and the nearby
river Danube. The transformer is located on the bottom left side in Figure 18 nearby the train
station. The already installed charging stations (in red cycles) are placed near to the
transformer, where the charging stations from Bayernwerk are located at the parking lot and
the E-WALD charging stations are located at the south-east side of the transformer in
direction to the train station. The area is a mixed commercial and residential district with 22
households, some commercial activities and a train station. As the area is very small, there is
hardly any traffic within the area but rather people leaving homes in the morning to go to
work and returning in the evening as well as maybe some families that partially stay at home
during the day. Additionally, to the traffic invoked by people living within the grid, there is
traffic from the outside with people entering the grid area to shop at the supermarket or go
visit one of the little shops or restaurants or spending the – week-day – at their workplace.
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Figure 18: Geographically mapping of the Vilshofen Power Grid to OpenStreetMap Data

VI.1.1. Software Used: PowerFactory
For estimating the market potential with regards to the power gird, we need to simulate the
behaviour of the grid in Vilshofen using a power simulation tool. PowerFactory from
DIgSILENT [DIG17] provides the possibility for time dynamic simulation using their QuasiDynamic Simulation mode. A load profile is attached to each load and the simulation tool
calculates the maximum and minimum voltage level and loading level of different assets, e.g.
cables, for the given time period. From those results, it can be inferred, whether the currently
installed power grid can handle the charging scenario or whether the power grid needs to be
enhanced.
The simulation resolution can be configured between several seconds to over one hour per
time step, hence market analysis simulation can be performed with e.g. 15 min load profiles
for households and businesses and charging processes in e.g. 1-minute resolution. More
information on the simulation tool can be found in Deliverable D4.2 and D8.2.

VI.1.2. Assumptions
For the grid and charging station part of the Vilshofen simulation, the following assumptions
are made for the different scenarios.
Today Scenario 2018
- The grid assets of Vilshofen are taken as it is for 2018.
- Concerning the charging infrastructure, the already existing public charging station,
as well as the wallbox at Bayernwerk customer centre are taken as it is.
- Additionally, every business is expected to offer a wallbox for its employees.
- Additional wallboxes are added to lower clashes of charging requests in one specific
case.
Driving and charging behaviour
- Driving is taken as given by the German mobility panel (GMP) and does not get
altered.
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Arriving at a potential charging destination implies the immediate start of the charging
process.
The length of the charging process is restricted either by the duration of the stay or
the maximum SoC.
Charging processes that are mapped on occupied charging points are neglected.
Data analysis of current vehicles in use lead to an assumption that applies the
average of energy consumption of 16.6kW per 100km and a mean battery capacity of
37.2kWh (see VI.2.1.a. Data Used).
Trips are always finished with at least 10% SoC remaining.
For trips that cannot be finished with the maximum SoC, charging at a CS in the
middle of the trip is assumed.

VI.2. Simulation Model
VI.2.1. Power Grid
The Vilshofen power grid, as shown in Figure 18, is in a municipal area and can be seen as a
mixed power grid regarding the different grid participants. The feeder lines are rather short
with a maximum feeder line length of 485 m. The grid has evolved over many years,
therefore, the cable cross sections are not homogeneous and vary between aluminium
150mm², 95mm², 50mm² and some are even 35mm², 25mm² or copper 16mm². Further
details are given in Deliverable D8.2.
In Table 12, individual power grid information is listed.
Table 12: Grid characteristics of the power grid of Vilshofen
Grid element

Amount

Characteristics

Transformer

1

400kVA (oil-cooled)

household

22

9 single accommodation units, 3 double accommodation unit, 1
triple accommodation unit and 1 quadruple accommodation unit

industry/Business

21

Different types of industry, among them a fuel station,
supermarket, hair dressesr and other small shops

PV-plant

3

2x20 kWp und 1x10 kWp

Cable

64

150mm², 95mm², 50mm², 35mm², 25mm , 16mm²

2

VI.2.1.a. Data Used
VI.2.1.a.1. Power Profiles for the Simulation Tool
The simulation tool is profile-driven. That means each load is equipped with a load profile,
which defines the different behaviour over time and seasons and can be configured by the
yearly energy consumption. Unfortunately, for the selected grid section neither measured
household and industry/business load profiles nor the yearly energy consumption are
available due to privacy issues. But since measurement devices are installed at different
locations in the grid, we are able to approximate the yearly consumption of each load using
load profiles provided by the German Federation of Energy and Water (BDEW) [Bde17] for
the simulation. This is done by comparing the simulated grid with the measurement data from
the measurement devices. As mentioned in Deliverable D8.2, BDEW distinguishes between
the following profile types:
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H0: Household
G0: Average of the industry
G1: Industry mainly on working day 8 a.m. until 6 p.m.
G2: Industry with high consumption in the evening, e.g. restaurant
G3: Industry
G4: Shop
G5: Bakery
G6*: Industry with weekend consumption, e.g. cinema
G7*: Mobile base station
L0: Agriculture
L1: Agriculture with dairy framing or small animal breeding
L2: Remaining agriculture

* Not available in PowerFactory

VI.2.1.a.2. Grid Data for the Simulation Tool
In order to make a grid simulation as realistic as possible, we used the measured data from
the trial area in Vilshofen and fitted the profile shape, yearly consumption and the power
factor of each load. The best matching profiles are a selected set of G1, G2, G3, G4 and H0
profiles. The yearly consumption and reactive power behaviour of the load is fitted to the
measured data from Vilshofen in the time range from 23rd of April 2018 until 22nd of May
2018. The result of a simulation run with these load profile configurations achieves a Pearson
Correlation of 0.82 and the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is less than 17.5 %
compared to the measured data at the transformer. Compared to a simulation setup with
average household and business yearly consumption and default G0 and H0 profiles, the
obtained result from profile fitting is much better and will provide a more realistic output of the
market analysis. Detailed description of this profile fitting can be found in Deliverable D4.2.

VI.2.2. Charging Station Network
In 2018, there are five public charging stations in Vilshofen (see Figure 18). Two of them are
owned by Bayernwerk and each provides two charging connectors of Type 2 (AC). Another
two charging stations are operated by E-WALD and handle in total three Type 2 (AC)
connectors. The last one is a DC fast charging station at the train station, which is also
operated by E-WALD. In addition to that, Bayernwerk has a wallbox installed at the customer
centre. This charging infrastructure was also used for the grid trials, see Deliverable D8.3.
For the evaluation of future charging station network scenarios, an analysis of the current
parking situation was done. In the relevant grid part, multiple small businesses are located.
All in all, parking space for around 185 cars is available including the Bayernwerk customer
centre, the train station, McDonalds, parking spaces at the street and customer as well as
employee parking for the businesses. In addition to that, 80 parking spaces are available at
the supermarket.

VI.3. Electric Vehicle Charging Scenarios
The core of the EV scenario analysis is the design and development of a model that
analyses conventional driving data, assuming that driving patterns are independent on the
cars’ engines. This leads to samples of individual EV charging profiles which are fed into the
simulation, in order to model charging behaviour and thus the demand of power and energy.
An approach for EV energy demand similar to the one for the households and industries’
load profile creation, would require specific and closely measured EV power demand data at
each potential charging point in the exact same area of the grid. Considering the current lack
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of the ability to measure data at this granularity, the approach of analysing the data provided
by the German Mobility Panel (GMP) was taken [KIT18].

VI.3.1. Data Used
GMP Data: The German Mobility Panel survey has been continuously utilized to investigate
mobility behaviorin Germany. The study focuses on individual daily mobility. It estimates
annual transport demand based on data collected from individual panel participants. In the
following analysis the GMP surveys of 2015/16 and 2016/17 were used. In these surveys
there were more than 1000 persons participating with the sum of more than 50000 trips in
total. The questionnaire analysed for the ELECTRIFIC simulation was in the form of a diary
to be completed over the course of a week. The questionnaire was completed during the
months of September to November in both years respectively. Therefore, driving behaviours
comprised of a middle ground of the differences concerning summer and winter. It contains
questions about routes, that are determined by means of a change between the start and the
end location of a traveling individual. Therefore, among other data, also the start and end
times, the purpose of the trip, means of transport (car, train, foot, etc.) and total distance
travelled are recorded for each trip. We filtered the data for trips that were conducted by car
and for a region with a similar number of inhabitants to the greater area of Vilshofen. To
apply the data to the simulation, simple random sampling, with the distribution uniformly
given by the data, was used. The vast majority of trips in a person’s daily mobility behaviour
has a short distance only – which is very suitable for electric mobility.
KBA and BEV and individual Make Data: In order to model properties and quantities of
existing EVs, data of the German Kraftfahrtbundesamt (KBA) was utilized [KBA18]. The
annual count of vehicles in Germany shows a penetration rate for EV in relation to the total
amount of passenger vehicles of 0.12% for the first January of 2018. That sums up to a total
of 53861 EVs. In the county area of Passau, this share is slightly smaller at 0.095%. Further,
we analyzed the data of newly registered cars in the first half of 2018, to assess the shares
of the different car makes of EV cars in Germany. Accounting for the makes’ shares in the
number of newly registered EVs provided an average consumption of 16.6kW per 100km
and a mean battery capacity of 37.2kWh. This is used as an approximation for energy
consumption and battery size for the simulation approach.
Data Collection in Vilshofen: For the modelling of the household profiles, we analyzed the
frequency distribution of drivers per household in the Mobility Panel data set and
probabilistically apply it to our initial sample generation with respect to the desired EV
penetration rate.
The industries/businesses and therefore the number of people working in our grid area were
harder to identify, since the exact location of the cables in the ground beneath the grid and
thus the exact mapping between buildings and feeders is not possible. A best guessing
approach with data from Google Maps [GoM18] and OpenStreetMap [OPE17] was
conducted for most of the businesses/industries to map different types of venues. Those
include hairdressers, supermarkets, a textile production, offices, restaurants, sporting goods,
a tool shop, a bicycle store, a shoe store, a fuels and lubricants production and a fast food
franchise. The identified industries/businesses were surveyed with respect to their number of
employees via telephoning them directly and asking for information. This resulted fairly exact
figures for employees in about half of the premises. For unknown entities and unsuccessful
surveys, we use an approximation consisting of the mean of the rest of the business.
Adjusting for commuters by car provides us with a data basis for sampling the people
working in our grid area with regard to the EV penetration. As it turned out to be virtually
impossible to collect the data about people coming for shopping and other errands – which
are the potential candidates for public charging – we decided on a different approach, based
on real measurement data: We backwards approximated the number of persons coming to
the grid to go for “shopping and running errands” as well as for “leisure and hobbies” with an
EV as well as to simply recharge it at some point, by directly looking at the data for charging
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processes of some of the E-WALD CS in Vilshofen. The number of charging processes per
week at one of those stations from August 2016 to August 2017 was provided by E-WALD.
By adjusting for the year 2018 and for charging station usage per EV driver in the course of a
week in our dataset we derived the data base to sample our load profiles with respect to the
adjunct EV rate. This will serve as our baseline scenario and will be scaled according to the
simulated EV penetration rate.

VI.3.2. Methodology to derive charging demand
The methodology that is being followed in the presented simulation approach is composed of
four different steps which are applied consecutively and comprise the analysis of the MOB
data for individual trips, creating individual energy needs for each hour of the day. This
modelling approach is similar to several others in the literature, e.g. [SCL+12] and [LKP+12].
These are then turned into individual charging profiles. Finally, in order to account for
different technical charging options, different charging scenarios are created and combined
for the simulation runs.
As mentioned, the first step of the following methodology is to analyse the dataset and
derive hypothetical charging needs from the energy consumptions caused by daily trips of
individuals in Germany. Similar to the methodology of [Wei11] a fictional battery State of
Charge (SoC) is assumed, while the trips’ route distances determine the need of energy and
therefore the delta in the SoC. The difference in recorded time of arrival and next departure,
with the limit of the maximum battery capacity, is used for assessing the duration of the
charge. Unfortunately, the data does not provide a link between individuals conducting trips
and the exact vehicles used on these trips. Therefore, it is assumed that the trips are
undertaken with single individual vehicles. Testing this assumption by assessing the data, we
see a ratio of driving individuals to cars of 1.03. This backs up the assumption quite well.
In the second step, the charging needs of drivers are tracked for time and potential location,
so when and where they arise, in order to create charging profiles. Charging profiles are built
up by time stamps that represent at which time and at which level of charging is conducted.
The trip reason, that is stated by the driver in the GMP survey for each trip, is used as best
guess for the destination, which the driver will reach at the end of the trip. These destinations
are then associated with the presence of a source for charging. So every arrival time that is
associated with a charging source will trigger a power demand for a time interval determined
by the duration in between trips (stay at the destination) or maximum SoC. This is done for
every individual and for each type of source, with a power need of zero for intervals without
charging, until a demand is triggered by arrival. Starting with the arrival, demand intervals are
logged for the total time of charging, with linear charging consumptions. This creates weekly
charging logs for each individual, for all used charging sources. The profiles therefore reflect
hypothetical perfect charging effectuations, where a person charges without worrying about
potential bottlenecks or occupancies at the respective charging points. We can create
samples with different input parameters, to reflect the properties of the different charging
points in our grid which are CS with different levels of power (11kW, 22kW, 50kW), wallboxes
(up to 15kW) and regular electricity plugs (3.5kW).
The charging profiles are applied to different entities of our grid as the third step. For
households, the industries/businesses and the CS, load profiles for each one of these type of
sources in the grid are created by allocating the previously created charging profiles onto
each single charging point in our grid. For these charging points this is done by the first come
first serve rule. While we potentially neglect some fractions of charging needs, because they
could not be applied to a charging point due to occupancy, we avert diverging too far from
the Mobility Panel data and therefore stick to the actual routes individually driven.
In order to create variation in the allocation of the charging profiles reflecting the needs, in a
fourth step, three charging decision scenarios are proposed. Our sample profile creation is
therefore conducted for each of the three scenarios and within each scenario for all different
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charging points of the grid. For the simulation runs all of this is done again for different states
of EV penetration.

VI.3.2.a. Step 1: Analysing
charging needs

mobility

behaviour

for

general

To determine the energy consumption for a given route, initially a battery drain function is
needed. This is introduced by a linear function of energy need per km, including the battery
consumption parameter determined by the KBA data. Accumulating the energy needs after
the completion of a trip for all individuals of the total survey and plotting it for daytime,
ignoring charging for now, shows a pattern of daily energy demand for each hour and
subsumed individual trips as presented in Figure 19:

Figure 19: Total charging needs over the course of the day of all drivers in the MOB

For deriving the optimal charging demand of an individual, the energy consumption should
be continuously logged and iterated. Therefore, the SoC of the battery before the start of a
certain trip, as well as after, are calculated. By connecting the battery drain with these
variables, a delta in SoC for every trip is derived, based on the kilometres travelled. The SoC
at the start of each individuals’ survey (at the beginning of the recorded seven days) is
assumed to be 100%. All the remaining SoCs for the following trips are then derived. For the
rare occasion of non-stop trips resulting in an energy demand larger than 90% of the amount
of energy the battery can provide, individuals are assumed to be stopping and charging in
the middle of the trip, with an amount of charging so that the destination can be reached with
at least 10% SoC. This approach provides us with the complete individual charging needs on
arrivals for single trips of the survey participants.

VI.3.2.b. Step 2: Deriving individually optimal charging profiles
Actual charging can be conducted only when there is also a respective option of a source to
charge. There are three categories of potential charging sources in this model. The first is
charging at home (C@H), referring to charging the EV while at home. The second is
charging at work (C@W), i.e. the charging of the EV during working hours at the workplace.
The third is charging at a public charging station (C@CS). These charging sources are
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determined by the stated purpose of the trip in the dataset. The best guess of associating the
few stated trip purposes to potential sources of charging is done as follows. The trip
purposes of “Work” and “ ome” are linked to the potential charging sources of C@H and
C@W, respectively. For C@CS the most reasonable trip purpose of association to charging
in the dataset is chosen to be “Shopping, running errands” and “Leisure, hobby“. Additionally,
the far-distance mid-way charging activities are added to C@CS. For the remaining
miscellaneous trip purposes, there is assumed to be no option of charging available at the
potential trip destination. On each stay at a possible charging location, the total time of
charging is limited by either the finishing time of a 100% SoC or by the departure necessity of
the vehicles’ following trip. The linearly assumed charging speed differs among the sources
depending on the power drawn. Charging profiles can be determined for each individual
during the week, for all three potential sources. Arriving at a charging source the individual is
assumed to trigger the charging process which will continue throughout a calculated total
charging time (“charging interval”). At departure time or when the SoC is 100% the charging
current is reduced to zero until the next charging activity of this individual at this type of
source. Therefore, for all individuals C@H, C@W and C@CS charging profiles are created
for the whole week. The energy demanded for each interval depends on the type of source
and the sources charging pace, see Figure 20.
Weekday

Length [km]

1

18

1

Location after

Charging pace [kW]

Energy demand [kWh]

SoC delta [%]

Time actually charging [min]

StartTime

EndTime

Work

15

3,0

8%

12

19.09.16 05:50

19.09.16 06:02

18

Home

3,5

0,6

2%

10

19.09.16 16:10

19.09.16 16:20

1

37

PCS

22

0,0

0%

0

19.09.16 17:00

19.09.16 17:00

1

37

Home

3,5

14,6

39%

250

19.09.16 18:55

19.09.16 23:05

2

18

Work

15

3,0

8%

12

20.09.16 05:50

20.09.16 06:02

2

18

Home

3,5

3,0

8%

51

20.09.16 16:25

20.09.16 17:16

3

18

Work

15

3,0

8%

12

21.09.16 05:50

21.09.16 06:02

3

18

Home

3,5

3,0

8%

51

21.09.16 16:25

21.09.16 17:16

4

18

Work

15

3,0

8%

12

22.09.16 05:50

22.09.16 06:02

4

18

Home

3,5

3,0

8%

51

22.09.16 16:20

22.09.16 17:11

5

35

Other

0

0,0

0%

0

23.09.16 09:30

23.09.16 09:30

5

35

Home

3,5

11,5

31%

198

23.09.16 15:05

23.09.16 18:23

6

96

PCS

22

5,6

15%

15

24.09.16 14:50

24.09.16 15:05

6

96

Home

3,5

26,1

70%

447

24.09.16 18:45

25.09.16 02:12

Figure 20: Week charging log

VI.3.2.c. Step 3: Load profiles for varying EV penetrations and
application to the grid simulation
To inject different levels of EV penetration into the Vilshofen distribution grid via charging
activities, the afore-mentioned individual charging profiles are used to allocate a sample of
them into the different charging points in the grid. The number of charging is determined by
the EV penetration rate. For each charging source this is done by a first come first serve rule,
resulting in load profiles for each charging source which determines the grid load at this
charging point. These load profiles depict the total charge drawn from a source by the
number of individuals charging there.
C@H charging profiles are mapped to the 22 household units belonging to the identified
Vilshofen grid. Figure 21 shows an exemplary household charging profile.

Time

profile [kW]
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09.04.18 00:00

0,0

09.04.18 15:20

3,5

09.04.18 16:01

0,0

10.04.18 14:55

3,5

10.04.18 15:36

0,0

11.04.18 14:55

3,5

11.04.18 15:36

0,0

12.04.18 14:55

3,5

12.04.18 15:36

0,0

13.04.18 14:15

3,5

13.04.18 14:56

0,0

14.04.18 09:42

3,5

14.04.18 09:55

0,0

14.04.18 12:41

3,5

14.04.18 12:44

0,0

14.04.18 15:50

3,5

14.04.18 16:21

0,0
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Figure 21: Load profile household

C@W is mapped to the 21 businesses/industries (assuming a 15kW wallbox for each) as
well as to the two CS exclusively used by Bayernwerk It must be noted that C@H is applied
to people that stay at the mentioned locations for work; potential customers are reflected with
C@CS, since it maps the data set structure in the best possible way, as already explained,
For the businesses/industries in the grid we approximated the amount of individuals working
there as explained before. Adjusted for the 68% of people generally coming to work by car
this number gives us a solid base to apply the EV penetration rate, while being congruent
with the restriction on the number of parking spaces in the grid area. In the baseline
scenario, for Bayernwerk, we directly apply three EVs from their fleet additionally, which are
currently used there.
Public charging is therefore mapped to the seven publicly available charging points in the
grid of 2018, that consist of five AC charging points, one wallbox and one DC charger. The
charging options of this category are expected to be utilized by the individuals depicted in
C@CS and are therefore assumed to be parking next to the CS while conducting “Shopping,
running errands” and „Leisure, hobby”. Additionally, as mentioned before, individuals
stopping at a charging station when driving by for simply recharging their batteries are
attributed to the CS in the grid as well. To find the total number of people using the CS
attached to the Vilshofen grid, we use measured data provided by E-Wald for the baseline
scenario. For different levels of EV penetration, these figures can simply be scaled.
All sampled C@W charging profiles (of individual people of a day) can be used to simulate
the power need at a specific business with respect to the total number of employees. It does
not matter which individual driver created this charging profile because the overall number of
C@W, C@H and C@CS operations is rule-based and not determined on an individual level.
This will be explained in the following section.

VI.3.2.d. Step 4: Charging rules and potential scenario building
The structure of the created charging profiles vastly depends on where an individual is able
to charge and assumed to be actually charging [FK13]. To stay as close as possible to the
mobility data, we choose a static approach that simply alters the potential decision behaviour
with regards to three distinct scenarios, similar to [ABSM12]. The model does not include a
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dynamic adjustment approach that considers availability of charging points or individual
altering of charging times. Whenever a charging process is not possible because the
charging source is already occupied, this charging process is deleted in a simulation run but
still kept track of for a later use.
The objective of the charging scenarios is to represent the set of charging choices, an
individual has, in the form of triples (C@H, C@W, C@CS). In order to create load profiles for
charging points, charging profiles for individuals need to be created. These are determined
by the charging choice, i.e. the concrete triple. To express, for example, a scenario where
individuals would always C@H, always C@W and always C@CS, we would get a distribution
of the total energy consumption of all the charging needs of 65% C@H, 17% C@W and 18%
C@CS. This is calculated from the overall charging needs of the individual and possible
charging times at the different charging sources.
The consideration of varying charging decisions alters the utilization rate of the different
charging options. Not being able to conduct C@H, for example, will alter the previous
situation to a C@H of 0%, a C@W 60% and a C@CS 40% respectively. In order to get some
variation in the weight of individual charging profiles, reasonable scenarios can be used.
In the case of C@H and C@W, it seems to be a reasonable assumption to assume a
charging activity whenever there is the option to do so, independently of the SoC. This is a
viable assumption: whenever someone enters her workplace or gets home, she plugs in her
EV. So, in these cases the model simply depicts whether or not someone is able to charge at
home, at work or both. Due to convenience and cost reasons, for C@CS it is more
reasonable to assume charging activities only if there is a need to do so. To account for this,
the model uses a threshold of 30% of battery SoC that must not be undercut at the end of the
next trip without C@CS, in the current place. For example, if there is an option of C@CS,
and the upcoming trip would decrease the SoC below the threshold, then the option would be
used and the time between the trips would be utilized to charge. This is similar to approaches
found in the literature [KF12].
Table 13: Charging Rule.
Source

Decision

C@H

YES/NO

C@W

YES/NO

C@CS

NEXT LOCATON SOC 30%

With these possible combinations we can create scenarios that give us meaningful insights
within the objective of analysing the capabilities of the grid and to find bounds of potential
bottlenecks by using one realistic setting and two extreme settings:
The first scenario acts as a reasonable baseline case. As most probable charging behavior
it is assumed that an individual will always charge when arriving at home as well as when
arriving at work. Reasons for this are the longer layover times and possible price incentives
in comparison to C@CS. With the given C@CS threshold of 30% and the assumptions for
C@H and C@W, this leads to a charging allocation of 71% C@H, 17% C@W and 12%
C@CS. We derived this allocation by subsuming total charging demands for each possible
source.
The second scenario aims at show casing a situation where there are potentially no
capabilities to charge at home, e.g. due to very high private energy prices, lack of capabilities
to charge at home, or an employer providing free charging for their employees. Therefore,
there is no C@H but C@W and a threshold for C@CS as before. These settings lead to a
total charging allocation of 59% Work Charging and 41% Public Charging.
The third scenario provides a look at the possibility of prioritized charging at the EV owners’
homes. One reason for this might be local PV installations. The settings therefore assume
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always C@H, no C@W and the same C@CS as before. Therefore, we get a ratio of 87%
C@H, and 13% C@CS.
Table 14: Charging demands in each scenario
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

C@H

71%

-

87%

C@W

17%

59%

-

C@CS

12%

41%

13%

VI.4. Simulation Runs
For the simulation runs, we sample for the previously explained scenarios and different EV
penetration stages. The simulation is conducted on a 1-min basis. The objects of observation
in the simulation are the two most probable weak points in the grid, which are represented by
a 400kvA transformer and one 120m long 35mm² cable. The rest of the grid will not be
affected as strongly through what can be applied to the limited number of charging points.
In the first step, we perform several runs for the baseline Scenario 1 and increasing
penetration rates, starting with the current state of EV penetration of approx. 0.1% and then
continuing with a rate of 10% and further steps of 10% more per step. We do this as long as
we do not get one of the following two incidents. The first is the clashes of charging process
request, that represent the fit of the driving data to the simulation grid. The fit for the three
scenarios can be seen in Figure 22. It represents the percentage of omitted charging
processes at given EV rates for each scenario. If more than 10% of requests for charging are
neglected, we consider it critical. Up to this point our model provides a good fit. The second
is the occurrence of critical load and voltage values for the week points in the grid.
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Figure 22: Charging process clashes

In the second step we analyse if different behaviour of drivers changes the outcomes. This
is done by applying sensitivity analysis in the form of altering between the remaining
scenarios.
The third step explicitly adds wallboxes for highly occupied points, where more drivers try to
charge at a single point, and therefore enhance the charging infrastructure slightly.

VI.4.1. Increasing penetration rates for Scenario 1
Figure 23, Figure 24 and Figure 25 show the simulation grid without the injection of EV and
will serve as a comparison. To assess the grids’ most probable points of failure, both the
transformer load as well as the load and voltage of the weakest cable in the grid are of
interest for eventual points of failure.
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Figure 23: 0% EV Transformer load
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Figure 24: 0% EV weak cable voltage level

Figure 25: 0% EV weak cable voltage level

Looking at the apparent power of the transformer load (yellow line), we see that with approx.
175kVA as maximum, we are slightly under half of the load the transformer can take
(400kVA maximum threshold) without overheating. In the case of the cable we can see the
fluctuation of the voltage, dropping by approximately 6% maximum. According to EN50160,
the 10min mean voltage values must be within +-10% of the nominal voltage.
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The cables load is already at 100%, which corresponds to 118A. In the actual Vilshofen grid
118A would rather be equivalent to approx. 97%, since the installed fuse is interrupting for
values above 125A. This interruption is caused when the current is exceeding the critical
value for a sufficiently long time period (>60min).
For very low penetration rates we basically do not see much of a difference for the points of
interest in our grid. The actual 2018 scenario, with an EV penetration rate of about 0.1%,
does not offer additional grid impact. The same holds true for 1%. In both these low EV
penetration rate runs we were able to apply 99% of the charging requests to the simulation.
For the tested low-medium rates of 10% and 20%, stronger impact can be observed. The
latter involves a peak load on the transformer of 230kvA and occupation of the cable of up to
125%, but only for very short periods of time, not sufficiently large to let the fuse interrupt the
current. The voltage of the weakest point never drops more than 5%. While this would still be
in the boundaries of what the grid can withstand, the robustness of our applied model did
decrease. About 10% of the charging requests of the whole week clashed and were
therefore neglected. Although these 10% would increase the overall demand on the grid if
served, it does not automatically imply a more problematic situation, since the necessary
behaviour change could result in less occupied charging times.
Medium penetration rates of 30% and 40% indicate stronger impacts, as we can see in
Figure 26. For the 30% EV penetration rate the simulation shows critical values in the loading
of the aluminium cable. The loading exceeds maximum values for a sufficiently long time to
blow the fuse. This means this point in the grid would not withstand the EV load in that case.
Besides that, the voltage is at about 7% down from the nominal voltage. The load on the
transformer is still around 250kVA max. in both cases. The percentage of omitted charging
requests stayed at around 10%.

Figure 26: 30% EV weak cable voltage level for Scenario 1

For higher penetration rates of 60% and 70% peak loading values rise. While the
transformer reaches 300kVA, the chances of failure for the cable rise. It shows peak loading
values of up to 150% maximum load and for sufficiently long time periods. The voltage drops
still does not exceed 10%. The fact that these values are not too far off from the medium
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rates originates on the one hand from the circumstance that there is only a limited number of
charging points in our setup. To stress the grid even stronger these points would need an
increase in possible powers for charging. On the other hand, high EV penetration rates
implicate lots of dynamic adaptions. Due to the fact that the model is static, the percentage of
clashes for these rates increases to 15% and 17% respectively.
Nonetheless noticeable, that the grid in Vilshofen does neither show overloading for the
transformer nor a >10% voltage drop down from the nominal voltage of the cable, for
Scenario 1, even for a full penetration rate of 100%, as depicted in Figure 27 and Figure
28.

Figure 27: 100% transformer loading for Scenario 1

Figure 28: 100% cable voltage for Scenario 1
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VI.4.1.a.1. Sensitivity with Scenario 2 and 3
Altering potential charging behaviour is especially interesting for cases where problems
occur. In Scenario 1 it takes medium penetration rates to stress the weak grid point
significantly. If we look at this point with a different input scenario, the outcome changes.
Using Scenario 2 for a penetration rate of 30%, where only C@H and C@CS occurs,
actually overcomes the previous problem and lowers the load on the cable significantly, see
Figure 29.

Figure 29: 30% EV cable loading for Scenario 2

With this application, the clashes are also lower and sum up to about 8%. For Scenario 2 we
do not overstep the thresholds significantly of neither the transformer nor the cable, even for
100% penetration rates. Nonetheless we neglect up to 20% of charging requests with such a
high EV penetration rate in this model.
Scenario 3, with exclusively C@W and C@CS, yields not as satisfying results as the other
scenarios in our grid. For all penetration rates we both observe worse impacts on the critical
points and less of a good fit of our model, meaning higher clash percentages. Nonetheless
this scenario already leads to overloading of the cable for a 10% penetration rate, as
depicted in Figure 30. Above an EV rate of 70% in Scenario 3, the transformer has to be
operated over its usual capacity as well.
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Figure 30: 10% EV cable loading for Scenario 3

VI.4.2. Adding wallboxes
Some of the businesses in the grid show a higher number of employees and therefore
potential EV drivers. At these points most of the clashes happen. We therefore took the point
of first failure in Scenario 1 – 30% EV penetration – and tested it with additional wallboxes at
highly utilized charging points. The most significant impact that comes along with this
measure is the lowering of clashes for about 2.5%. In terms of impact on the grid though,
there could only be slight changes of impacts identified.
This changes with a higher rate of EV penetration. In Scenario 1 we previously saw only
problems with the transformer for a full penetration. Using these additional wallboxes to map
more of the actual charging demand to the grid, surpasses thresholds slightly earlier, as
expected.

VI.5. Analysis of Results
VI.5.1. Data Used
To assess potential grid enhancement costs in our trial grid, Bayernwerk provided cost
estimations of the parts for the potentially endangered points.
The currently used transformer has procurement costs of about 6500€. Replacement cost
would rather encompass the upgrade to a stronger transformer with a nominal capacity of
630 kVA, with price points of 8000€ upwards. The 35mm cable could lead to enhancement
cost of up to 100€/m. For the suggested area this would aggregate to up to 10000€. With the
results of the analysis we can estimate a likelihood of different levels of grid enhancement
cost.
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VI.5.2. Likely component upgrades
The first insight coming from our analysis is, on the one hand, the relatively high chance of
failure for the weak point cable. In two out of three of the behavioural scenarios the threshold
gets surpassed earlier. The transformer on the other hand is significantly more utilizable.
Only very high EV penetration rates, in specific scenarios, are able to overload the
transformer in the Vilshofen area. The rest of the grid remains stable. Subsumed this leads to
most probable enhancement cost of about 10000€ to replace the cable and less likely
transformer purchasing cost of more than 8000€ plus instalment, for high EV rates.

VI.5.3. EV driving behaviour
The sensitivity analysis, encompassing the different scenarios, revealed significant
differences for potential outcomes. This finding highlights the important role, that the
behaviour of the EV drivers will play in future developments. Systems like the ADAS part of
the ELECTRIFIC technical solution can therefore aim exactly at this point and direct
behaviours in a way to most likely lessen the grid impact. This emphasizes the importance of
ELECTRIFIC.

VI.5.4. Charging infrastructure
Another finding is that the load on the grid vastly depends on the charging infrastructure.
With adding specific wallboxes, where more charging is expected, and therefore satisfying
demand, we already see significantly higher grid impacts. In the first step of future solutions it
will be important to make sure that the charging needs are adequately received and properly
served. In a second step, the infrastructure needs to be adopted in order to align the needs
with capabilities of the grid.
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VII. ANNEX BUSINESS MODEL WORKSHOP
BRAINSTORMING RESULTS
This section contains small pictures of the brainstorming canvases produced during the
workshop organized on the 21st September 2017 during the PMB meeting in Höchst. They
are in small size and hardly readable so sources are available upon request.

VII.1. Value Proposition Canvases
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VII.2. Business Model Canvases
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